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for fired employee
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SLOWLY GROWING GARAGE: UMSL Business officer cited strike
and wet weather as causes for construction delays. [Photo by Greg
Ahrensl

•

Late Fall cited as
garage completion date
Carl Hess

•

•

.

UMSL tudent returning to campus this Fall were greeted by many
familiar cenes: bustling hallway and walkways. the bu y Cafeteria
and Book tore-and traffic conge tion and parking problem . And till
the end i not quite in ight. That huge five-level parking garage
orginally chcduled to be completed la t May probably won't be done
till latc thi year.
John Perry, UMSL Bu ine Officer, cited a Con truction Workers'
trike and wet Spring weather a rea on for the long delay.
"Although it has been dry here lately , the pring wetnes kept them
from pouring concrete footing and lower level" he aid. All work wa
halted during the lengthy labor di pute in the Spring, but the more
reccnt Shcctmetal Worker' trike does not affect the garage project.
At present. workmen are in tailing c.oncrete flooring for the
structure. u ing a different method than that u ed on previou
garages. In tho e ca e . pre-fabricated lab were trucked in and
liftcd into place by crane. Thi time the labs are being poured
in-place in an attempt to prevent problem with floor joint which had
cropped up on the other three garage .
Even the lengthy delay and rising wage and steel prices will not
affect thc 1.2 million dollar co t for the garage. however. Perry aid
that the contract awarded to McCarthy Brothers Con truction
Company wa done by "firm committment bidding." Thi means that
increa ed co t of material and labor mu t be absorbed by the
contractor, and cost overrun will not be paid for by the University.
Completion date for the 825- pace tructure had been projected for
latc la t Ma, but now the 010 t optimistic prediction ;
mid- ovember. "I think it probably will not be done until late fall."
Pcrry aid.
The huge mountain of dirt which had. accumulated becau e of the
cxcavation will eventually be moved. Perry stated that the dirt will be
u ed to fill a ditch behind the garage, where the new General Service
Building will be Jocated.
Becau c of the on-campus parking crunch, the auxilliary parking lot
on Evans Lane behind E. J. Korvette mu t again be u ed. Shuttle
bus es will run frequently from that lot to the Library between 7: 15
am and 5: 15 pm every chool day. UMSL parking permits are
required for u e of the lot. and Campus Police will ticket vehicles
which do not di play valid ticker.

After two day of inte nsive
hearings and four months of
deliberation the special univerity grievance committee handed
down its decision which found
for the plaintiff M . Mary
Mattingly. The committee, headcd by Don Dun ford. a profes or
of law at St. Louis Univer ity ,
pa ed down it ruling last May
tating that Ms. Mattingly had
been terminated from her employment without ju tification.
Mattingly. pleased with the
decision. told th e Current that
hc will be rein tated at the University of Mi ouri- St. Louis
although he did not know in
what capacity she would erve.
Matting ly wa dismissed from
her job a per onal ecretary to
Athletic Director. Charle Smith
in Augu t of 1973 for reason
termcd as cau ing "di cord in
the office." Mattingly immediately tarted grievance procedures in order to gain back her
e mployment:
UMSL Per onnel Officer, Paul
S. Czcrinske. as ured the Current that "normal grievance procedure were followed to their
conclusion." The committee took
te timony last Jan . 24 and 25
concerning the matter before relea ing it deci ion in May.
.
Mattingly. who believe
he
was di missed for having the
univer ity
federally
audited.
ays hc apparently will not be
rcimbur ed for the period of di mi al. When a ked about the
i uancc of back-pay, Per onnel
Officer Czcrvin ke declined to
commcnt. stating that the matter
wa a pcr onal one between
Mattingly and the university.
The outcome of the grievance
proccdure as it affects Smith i
still unclcar. Czervin ke tated
that certain procedure could be
taken in furtherance of the i ue
if thc ituation warranted it.
Howevcr Czervin ke declined to
commcnt on whether or not
thcre wa a need for further
action in the matter ..
The issue came to a head in
July of 1973 when Mattingly
sought to receive her back pay
from overtime work she had
done for the Athletic Depart-

men!. Mattingly told the Current
that he had been informed by
Athletic Director Smith that no
fund were available to pay her.
Mattingly wa then instrumental
in having Michael Shields. a
federal agent from the Wage
and Hour Divi ion. inve tigate
possible violation of the Fair
Labor Standards Act. She wa
later reimbur ed for a part of
her lost overtime wage.
Besid e
eeking to be remtated at the univer ity. William
Dor ey. Mattingly's attorney,

sought to nave full back pay
given to hi. client. Not only is it
doubtful that Mattingly will
receive her back pay. but she
mu t also bear the burden of
paying one-half of. the arbitrator's fee and tho e of her
attorney. Although Mattingly
expects to be reinstated at the
Personnel Officer
university.
Czcrvin ke refu ed to either
con tirm

or deny the story.
once again the personal
nature of the i ue.
~tating

Senate electio ns for
committees held today
Walt Jaschek
Election for mcmber of the
Univer ity Senate Committee
will bc the main concern of thi
UMSL governing body when it
mcet today.
The senate'
committec on
committee ha already rclea ed
the li t of 103 faculty and 62
tude nt nominated to erve on
thc 16 committee . The e number will be narrowed down to
60 facult y and 34 student , the
actual numbcr de ignated to
ervc and detcrmined by the
elect ion .
The meeting bcgin at I :30 in
Room 216 of the J. C. Penney
Building and is opcn to all
member of the Univcr ity committee. Floor nomination will be
taken in addition to the Commit~
tee on Committees nominee .
By Senate rulc . howcver. onl
Senators ma~ vote.
Guidelinc
released by the
com mitt ce on committec state
that it "ha
cxpre ed the
philo ophy of nominating a maxImum pread of qualified pcople
for Scnate committecs."
The guideline include tho e
on normal proccdure plu other
that tate "the committee endor e the principle of Affirmative Action and will trive to incorporate the e principle in its
work."

The committee include ·both
tudcnt and faculty members
cxccpt wherc noted in the
following Ii t:
Admissions & Student Aid;
Curriculum and In~truction;, Fiscal Re ources and Long ~ange
Planning; Appointments. Tenure '
and Promotion (facult
only);
Int ernational Studie; Thoma
Jeffer on Library; Student Publication; Student Affair; Faculty
Rc earch and Publication (faculty only); Faculty Welfare and
Grievance; Urban Affair; Bylaw and Rule (faculty only);
Committec to tudy Procedural
Rights and tandard of NonTcnurcd F<Jculty (faculty only);
crcenin g Committee for Charge of Faculty lrre pon ibility;
and Faculty Traffic Appeal (facultyonly.)
The committee reque tcd volunteer in May. ending lettcr
to all faculty. According to their
procedure dc cripiion. the result of thi
olicitation were
compiled and given to all committee mcmbers. "Similar letter werc handed out via tudent
organizations during May." the
de cription ays. Letter were
cnt to all pre-regi tercd tudcnt .
The committee met several
time in June and in Augu t to
compile it nominations.
Result of the election will
appear next week.

Universities challenge UMSCs academic plan
•

•

•

•

Ellen Cohen
Higher education in the St.
Louis area, e pecially concerning
graduate and doctoral programs,
ha emer~ed as a cloudy and
con trover lal is ue in the pa t
few months .
UMSL, the area's representative public university , has been
confronted by St. Louis University and Wa hington University
on the question of UMSL's propo ed growth in the master and
Phd. program .
University of Missouri president. C. Brice Ratchford, and
the Board of Curators, the body
which over ees the undertakings
of the four-campu university ,
have been working actively on
an academic plan that will direct
the campuses for the next ten
years.
The academic plan has been
primarily concerned with the
development of each individual
campus and avoiding the dupli-

cation of programs within the
univer ity y tem.
"The people of Mis ouri cannot expect to find on every
campus the full range of programs. " the academic plan
states.
However, UMSL is now being
called upon to reexamine its
expansion in light of the already
exi ting programs at St. Louis
University and Washington University.
Under the academic plan relea ed August 2 by the Board of
curators in almost completed
form, UMSL was slated for expansion beyond the undergraduate level in education, chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics, psychology , political science, public policy administration, management , and administration of justice. A bachelors
and master degree program in
social work received high priority for development. Plans for a
bachelors degree program in

nurSing were dropped, due to fi. nancial con ideration .
President William Danforth
of Wa hington University and
Father Paul Reinert of St. Louis
University had, during the 30
months of planning for the University of Mi ouri, been watching UMSL' growth in the area
of graduate and doctoral program with concern.
They pointed to the duplication of. funds and the inefficient
use of facilities , especially in
light ~f a .tudr contracted by
the MIS oun Higher Education
Council in 1972 , which demontrated that the private universities could accommodate up to
300 more doctoral students in
areas that UMSL was pursuing.
Much of the discussions concerning UMSL's growth had
been conducted by way of correspondence between the two
presidents and University of
Missouri President Ratchford.
. (Continued on page 4)

KAUIO DEBATE: Emery C. Turner [right), UMSL Chancellor,
appeared with Merriman Cunningham, advisor for Ford Foundation
[left), and Latlle Corr, Washington U. vice chancellor, on KSD radio's
"Pulse St. Louis." [Photo by Greg Ahrens)
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Plans call for removal of outdoor pool
Tom Wchmoel!er

. TWO YEARS OF LIFE LEFT: The UMSL outdoor swimming pool,'
used greatly throughout the summer months, will meet the same
(ate of the old Administration Building-destruction-when the new
buildlDll sprouts. [Photo by Steve Piper].

Sept. 11
.

Wednesday, September J I, is
the deadline for applications
from students wishing to take
the Law SAT Examination this
Fall. The examination is a prerequisite for consideration for
admission to any American law
school, and all students should
complete and mail those ' applications before that date.
Dr. Harry G. Mellman , prelaw advisor, says that nece sary
instructions and forms are available in Room 598 Lucas Hall .
Mellman should be contacted for
an appointment "where unusual
situations exist."
Mellman notes that Patrick

•

IS

This past summer several students tried to organize a petition
with the intent of saving
tJ.v1SL's outdoor swimming pool,
which is due to be removed. All
indications are that this attempt
will fail. The old pool will be
gone in about two years.
In a recent interview, John
Perry, UM SL's business officer
spelled out the plans for the
entire area between the library
and the administration building.
B\Js for a new administration
building will be taken this fall
with construction beginning late
this year or early next. Hopefully the building would be complete by the fall of J 976. At that
time the old building would be
removed along with the pool,
volleyball court, fun palace, and
possibly the physical plant shop.
Eventually the student center
will be expanded but there are
no definite plans for that now.
Perry said that some type of

mall with drive in and turn
~round would be where the pool
IS now.
Perry further stated that he
was aware that there would be
opposition to the plan , but that
it had been in the works a long
time_ "This shouldn't come as a
surorise to anyone." he said,
"That pool was scheduled to go
when the original plans for the
.university were drawn up ten
years ago."
As further justification for removal, Perry pointed out the
extreme age of the pool (on the
order of 40-plus years) and its
general state of disrepair . He
~laimed that the filtering system
IS rusted out and much too
costly to maintain_ He also said
that the pool wasn't in a good
place being in front of the
library.
But when asked if the pool
would go even if it weren't old
and in disrepair, Perry replied,
"Well, yes it would, because its
already been planned_" He said
that there were no plans to build

law SAT deadline

Kelly, dean of the law school at
the University of Missouri Kan as City, will be on the
UMSL campus Tuesday, September 10; to visit with students
in~erested
in
entering law
schools, especially those eligible
to enter to the Fall of 1975.
"UMKC is," Mellman says,
"along with its u ual history of
training
excellent
lawyers,
known throughout the country as
one of the handful of law schools
which has managed great achievements in the training 01
minorities toward law careers,
including blacks-and Dean Patrick will provide details on this
most unique program."

,

provide details on this most unique program."
Informal sessions have been
scheduled for the J.C. Penney
Building, Room 121, from 3:30
to 5 pm and from 6:30 to 8 pm
on September 10. The latter sessions have been arranged especially for evening students.
The sessions are informal and
there will be no speeches.
Coffee will be available .
"Students should be aware,"
Mellman stated, "that in the
past two years, no less than 60
UMSL graduates have been admitted to Law Schools throughout the country as well as to the

four in Missouri. Among those
outside-Mis ouri law schools
are, to name a few, Harvard, '
Georgetown, New York University, Michigan , Berkeley, Sanford, and a number of others."
The Office of Pre-Law Advisor
is maintained on a 24-hour-perday basis, seven days per week,
52 weeks per year. Although
students need not be concerned
about most admission problems
before their junior year at
UMSL, all students are invited
by Dr. Mellman to contact him
whenever they have questions
about their po sible futures in
either legal or para-legal fields .

a ' new pool , but - immediately
suggested that the Current push
for a raise in activity fees to
fund one. He would like to see a
new pool put in by the multipurpose building where it would
be close to the other recreational
and sporting facilities.
Perry said that no petition to •
save the fool had come to him ,
. but that i one did he would pas
it on to thp board of curators for
their consideration. He is aware
that faculty and students will be
di plea ed at the pool's removal
but said that, "It won't be like
we won't have a pool at all. We
have a good pool in the multipurpose building that students ..
can still use ."
On the same topic of student
disapproval Perry turned to the
admmistration building which
many students would like to
save. He said, "Some people
have suggested that it be used
for fine arts. Well, I don't know
where they got their information, but all the architects and
engineers we've talked to ' said
the building wasn't structurally
sound and that it was economically unfeasable to try to
remodel it. This university is
going to be here a long time and
that building is sixty years old
already. What will it look like in
40 years? He went on to say that
strong opposition was coming
from the older alumni who
attended classes in the old
building. They feel that the old
building is a landmark and part
of the UMSL tradition . Perry's
answer to this is, "If we want to
develop a tradition we should
put it mto something other than
an old building."
His concluding remarks were,
"I realize there's going to be
flak, but you have to do what
you think is right and let the
chip fall where they may."

Monday Colloquia series
set for this semester
....

•

The following Monday Colloquia have been scheduled for the Fall
semester:
September 9 - Harry Mellman, Political Science/ Administration
of Justice " Social Scientists on the Brink of-Major Breakthrough?
Painful Extinction? or Limbo?"
September 16 - Paul Gomberg, Philosophy "I.Q. and Race : A
VlSCUSSlOn of Some Confusion .. (Those wishing advance copies of
Dr. Gomberg 's paper should contact him. He will al 0 distribute
copies to variou departments around the campus.)
September 30 Emilio Pagoulatos, EconomicslInternational
StudIes "The International Transmission of Inflation"
October 21 - Hugh Nour e, Economics "The Impact of FHA
Insurance Practices on Urban Housing Markets in Transition"
October 28 - Peter Grandstaff, Economics and R. E. Markland ,
Bu iness " A Stimulation Model of the St. Louis SMSA Economy"
November 4 - Eugene Meehan, Political Science/ Metropolitan
Studies " The Record of Public Housing in St. Loui "
December 2 Elizabeth Clayton, Economics/ International
Studies .. Alternative Property Right Systems and the Grant of
Power "
All e ion will run from 3:30-5:00 pm in Room 331 SSBE.
Students as well as faculty are encouraged to attend . Refreshments
.viII be served.

Peer Couiuellng
now open
The Peer Counseling Service
will be open Monday through
Thursday during the Fall Semester. Evening hours are Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday
from 4-6. Day hours will be
Monday through Thursday, 111:30.
The Peer Counseling Service
is located in room 213C Administration Building.

European
Car Parts
1015 McCausland
St. louis Mo. 63117
781-8086
PARTS Foir All
FOREIGN CARS

GLASS OF BEER 25C
PITCHER OF BEER.$1.50
ALL MIXED D~UNKS 50C
01

.

JUNIORS
live inJEANS
Step up your school lifestyle
in casual denim outfits to keep
pace with your busiest days .
OVER 2000 PAIR TO CHOOSE FROM . ••. .••
-LADY WRANGLER
"H.I.S. FOR HER FAsmONS
CUFFED AND FLAIR LEGS .•. mGH AND LOW RISE
WAIST..•••••.•.
COMPLETE SELECTION OF CO-ORDINATED SPORTSWEAR
BOBBIE BROOKS - JACK WINTER
DEVON APPAREL - SHIP & SHORE

SAVE 10%
ON ANY ONE PURCHASE IN OUR LADY
JEAN AND SPORTSWEAR DEPT.
OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 30,1974

..

WITH THIS COUPON

.
HAPP<1 HOUR
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm AAonday through Friday:

i::::~~~

lucas i Hunt and Natur.al Bridge

NORMANDY
SHOPPING
CENTER
LUCAS HUNT &
NATURAL BRIDGE ROADS

•
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SELLER

Burger
Burger
Burger
Burger
Burger

Chef
Chef
Chef
Chef
Chef

Hamburger
French Fries
Coke
Coke
Shake

Burger
Burger
Burger
Burger
Burger

King
King
King
King
King

Hamburger
French Fries
Coke
Coke
Shake

*

PRICE

PRICE PER OUNCE

40c
49c
40c
25c
25c

45.71 c
45 .55c
25.00c
8.33c
2.08c

718 oz .
2.5 oz .
9 oz .
14 oz .
. 14 oz.

30c
25c
20c
30c
35c

34.28c
10.00c
2.22c
2.14c
2.50c

1.5 oz .
4 oz.
10 oz.
13 oz.
12 Oz.

35c
25c
20c
25c
30c

23.33c
6.25c
2.00c
1.92c
2.50c

718 oz.
1 118 oz .
1.6 oz .
3 oz.
12 oz .

Baby Burger
Mama Burger
Hot Dog
French Fries
Root Beer

A&W
A&W
A&.W
A&W
A&W

«

COOKED SIZE

ITEM

McDonalds
McDonalds
McDonalds
McDonalds
McDonalds

Hamburger
French Fries
Coke
Coke
Shake

1 oz.
2.25 oz.
12 oz .
8 oz.
14 ·oz .

30c
25c
25c
20c
30c

30.00c
11 .11c
2.08c
2.50c
2.14c

University
University
University
University
University

Hamburger
French Fries
Hot Dog
Coke
Shake

1.25 oz .
2.5 oz .
2.0 oz.
14 oz . (+)
16 oz .

40c
25c
40c
19c
30c

32.00c
10.00c
20.00c
1.35c
1.87c

*
*'*

FAST FOOD SURVEY: The above prize and
size comparisons between A & W, Burger
Chef, Burger King, McDonaIds, and UMSL's
food service was made last summer by
University Center Director William Edwards
and others. UMSL came out on top in hot dogs,
sodas, and shakesin terms of size compared to
price-but even the survey admitted that
Boeger King couldn't be bested in the
hamburger and fries de~artment.

The survey, conducted slightly non.scientif·
ically, commented that "the quality of best buy
Burger King hamburger was not high. Best buy
French fries may be exaggerated by a mistake
in portion control."
The survey was conducted after UMSL's
drinks were upped 2c to 19c, a move Edwards
said was made because of paper, syrup, and
sugar prices.

· Bookpool again p~ovided by A.P.O.
Paul April
If you ' want to sell or buy
.. books you might want to check
out the A.P.O. Bookpool. This
year the bookpool will be in
room 227 of the Busines and
Education Building. The hours
for the bookpool are 9:30 am to
I :30 pm weekdays except Thursday and 6 to 8 pm Monday and
• Tuesday.
Students Cal} take their books
to the book pool until Sept. 6.
Books will be on ale throu.eh

volved in a blood drive for the
American Red Cross. a drive for
funds to combat muscular dystr<?phy. al"!d ~as c~>nd.ucte? b~el
sales and the book pool. The
profits from the bookpool are
used for a scholarship fund for
1Jl~tSL students.
.

Sept. 11 . if. yo u are fortunate
enough to sell yo~r books you'll
receive a check fr m A.P.O. on
or around Sept. 16 for tht'
saleprice of your book. You get
to et the price you want your
book to sell for. If vour ·book
doesn 't sell you will get it back
on or about Sept . 16 instead ot a
check.
A.P.O. are the initials used by
the Alp_ha Phi Omega service
fraternity. A.P.O., which is a
cooed fraternity of only 8 members at present, has been in-

A.P.O. needs more member
to carryon their activities. If you
are intere ted contact one of the
A.P.O. members at ;he Bookpool.

.~----------------------~------,

•

Here are
thecourses
we ere
,

,

Jordan named dean
of graduate school
Thomas E. Jordan , professor
of behavioral tudies and research in the School of Education. ha been appointed dean of
the UMSL Graduate School, it
was announced recently by Interim Chancellor Emery C. Turner. The appointment is effective Sept. I.
Jordan , who joined the UMSL
faculty in 1968. succeeds Robert
S. Sullivant who resigned Sept.
). 1973 to become executive vice
pre ident of the University of
Toledo. Everett Walter. dean of
faculties, erved as acting dean
of the Graduate School during
theinterim.
Chancellor Turner aid he had
every confidence that Jordan
would make a uperb graduate
dean. "Through hi long teach- ,
ing experience , through hi
ervice as chairman of the
Univer ity Senate and through
hi re earch and writing. Dr .
NEW
GRADUATE
DEAN:
Jordan is well known and highly
Thomas E. Jordan, former pro·
respected on campu . He i al 0
fessor of behavioral
.
. studies.
.
well known nationally for his
ignificant re earch and writing
past two years.
in the field of child development
Jordan has recently completed
and he has received a number of
a long-term study of the relaubstalltial grants to support this
tion hip of environment to the
research.
His
appointment
ocial. phy ical and learning
comes at a time when our gradability of 1.008 children born in
uate programs have received
the St. Louis area . The project
high praise from outside evaluareceived $502.833 in funding
tion teams as part of the
from the U.S. Office of Educaacademic reevaluation of the
tion. Included in that total was a
entire university and I know he
$302.344 grant received in 1971.
will carryon and expand on this
the largest ever received by an
fine tradition." the chancellor
individual faculty member at
aid.
UMSL.
More than 1,200 students are
The chancellor also expressed
enrolled in the UMSL Graduate
his thanks to Everett Walters
School. which administers rna "for 0 capably admini tering
ter' degree programs in 10
and providing leadership for the
areas in arts and sciences.
Graduate School during the
bu iness and education, and
interim period" and to the
doctoral program in chemi try
search committee for "an outand p ychology. The school was
standing job in helping to fill
organized in 1968 and has grown
thi 010 t important position."
steadily, with master's programs
B. Bernard Cohen. profes or of
in biology. chemistry. English
English. served as chairman of
and mathematic added in the
the committee.

Plan should increase
banks'studentloans
State trea urer. John Spainhower. has initiated a plan that
would encourage Missouri banks
to make loans to students.
Through the plan. called the
student loan discretionary time
depo it program. the tate would
deposit $ I 00.000 in state funds
in banh \ ith at least one and
one half per cent of its total
loans in federally in ured tudent loans.
Banks with student loan
e~ceeding $100,000 will be entitled to an additional
tate
depo it of one dollar for every
two dollars beyond the $100.000

\

•

•

•

Onion rings.
The Jack Steak Sandwich.
Hot apple turnover.
The Jumbo Jack.
Coca-Cola®, root beer
The Jumbo Jack with cheese.
and orange drinks.
The Bonus Jack~
Pure orange juice.
The Breakfast Jack.
Chocolate, strawberry
Hamburgers.
and vanilla shakes .
Cheesebu rgers
The Moby Jack®Fish Sandwich. Milk.
Coffee.
Tacos.
French fries .

•
S.9th & Elm

in

tudent loans.
In the past. banks have not
tudent
become involved in
loans due to a hortage of cash
and high prime rate . Under the
proposed plan.
tate depo its
would make more money available to bank for loans with thE'
stipulation that it be loaned to .
tudents.
'.
Director of Financial. Aid. Bart
Devoli. ay. "Students in need
of long term financial aid should
consider a federally in ured
student loan and check with
their local banks to ee if they
are participating in this program."

Veterans awarded
sizable grant

Farmer In The Dell Pre·
school, Full/Half.day care.
Educational. State license.
Kindergarten classes. For
information, call 524·7471.
43·n Normandy Trace.
Near UMSL.

UMSL has been granted
$43,806 by the Department of
Health. Education. and Welfare in up port of a continued
service to military veterans enrolled at UMSL.
The Veterans . Affairs Office
was established a year ago to
a sist Veterans in adjusting to
academic and social evironments
of the University. Also, the
Veterans Affairs Office provides
tutoring and counseling services
for veterans enrolled at UMSL.

Management Opening
OPENING FOR PERSON WITH EXECUTIVE POTENTIAL.
THOROUGH PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING
WHll.E ON FULL SALARY. MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES AFTER PERIOD IN FIELD IF YOU DEMONSTRATE
EXECUTIVE ABILITY. UNLIMITED FUTURE WITH A
CENTURY OLD INSURANCE COMPANY.
CALL 434-3800

•

'.

..
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Area universities challenge
•

UMSI. 's academic plan
[Contin ued

..4

One of the more basic differences between public and private graduate programs is cost.
According to Turner, UMSL is
one of the most "cost-efficient"
institutions nationally. He maintained that tuition had been
raised only modestly in the last
few years . (Just recently, tuition
was increased by S20.)

REPRESENTATIVE FROM V.A.: Brian Ryan

Veterans place new rep
'on UMSLcampus
Tom Pagano

Brian R) an. formerly veterans
aid officer at Meramec Community College. has been named
Veterans AI''llini tration repres(:lltative at UMSL. Ryan accepted this position August 14. 1973.
Ryan has been a signed to
UMSL under th._ VA's "VetRep" program . ~ hich assigns a
.full-time representative to each
college or univer ity campus
with 500 or more Military veterans. There are an estimated
1800 veterans enrolled at the
UMSL campu this Fall semester . .
Ryan will work closely with
the UMSL Omce of Veterans Af-

fairs. established last year to aid
veterans in adjusting to the
University environment. and to
offer tutoring services: Also
eove{"ed in Ryar.·s responsibilities. are a sisting Veterans in
so far as pay problems. benefit
counseltng. as well - as any
individual problem encountered
by Veteran attending UMSL.
Ryan received a bachelor's
degree from St. Benedict's College in 1965. and currently i
pursuing his Master's degree of
Busine s Administration at St.
Louis University . He sf'rved two
years in the Army. including one
year in Vietnam .
For more information. Veterans may contact Ryan at 4535315.

Donham Ivery p/eased
•
with orientation days
Paul April and Lucy Zapr
»
Dennis Donham . the new Asistaill Dean of ' Student . was
ve ry plea ed with his fir t
encount er with new stude nt
orientation . .. It was a little rocky
at times. but in general I wa
very plea ed with the program."
Orientation. which took place
on Aug ust 26 and 27, wa an
introdu ction to campus for the
man y student who attended.
The . day' s activities began at
8:30 am with speeches by
Int erim Chancellor Emory Turner and Dean of Student Affairs
Conney Kimbo. Central Council
then prese nted a slide show
about UMSL.
Unlike previous orientation
th ere were five morning sessions . The fir t ession involved
upperclassmen haring their experience of UMSL with the new
student .
'One especially uccessful program wa the Faculty Student
Information Exchange. Thi session gave the new tudents a
chance to meet and talk informally with various faculty me mber . The final morning es ion
presented a picture of the
administrative structure of the
university. AI 0 discus ed were
the functIOns of t1niversity Sen-
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UMSL Interim chancellor Emery Turner, however, responded
to a copy of correspondence he
had received through the Office
of Public Info rmation. His letter
reached the Post-Dispatch durjng the s ummer months, and the
di conte nt of the private universities received more public attention .
Brenda William , hostess of
KSD-radio ' talk show, "Pulse
St. Loui ," picked up on the
i sue of higher education in St.
Louis, and invited Turner , Lattie
Coor, vice chancellor of Washington University, and Merrimon
Cuninggim , advisor on program
management for the Ford Foundation, to discuss it. The program was aired last Sunday evening .

I
.
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Coor, in discussmg the substantially higher tuition that students of private institutions must
pay. felt that there should be a
haring of the burden "so that it
would not fall disproportionately
on the students and their
parents." This was very much in
line with the two proposals preented by the presidents of the
private universities for utilizing
the already-existing graduate
programs. One was a fellowship

ate and Central Council.
The re mainder of the first day
consi ted of various panel discu sions. A picnic and concert
by Bugg Lake were the final
event of the day.

NOW $50 LESS
Was $169.95 in May
Sea rs New low Price

Dean Donham feels that the
attendance "proves that the
thi
commuter student want
type of help ." Attendance was
above average . however, with
little participation by black,
veterans or older student . "Orientation." Donham aid. "is
viewed a
a very traditional
institution. that these group
somtime frown on." He also
believed a problem wa that
many of the student had to
work . In the future. he would
like to work on reaching these
group .
Student Affair will be sending out questionnaires to student who attended orientation .
With the ability to obtain
feedback and pend more time
and experimentation on future
orientation . Dean Donham believe that "within four years
UMSL hould have a very stable
con i tent program that hopefully will reach all new students."
This will prevent the cxodu of
ome students "who always
remain di oriented."

HELP WANTED
Position 'op~n at Information .Desk-for ticket salesperson.
9 am to 2 Dm Mon . . Fri., entire semesteror all yeil'.
Someone with knowledge of campus prefered.
See Charlotte, 267 U. Center (453-5291)
Apply between S am and 5 pm

0"

Take this pocket calculator
to class ... it does squa re
root and trig instantly.

ISears I

l

with
UMSL's
growth .
He
acknowledged it a "genuine
elf-concern, self-serving concern , " but felt that it w
"legitimate for UMSL to expand
into graduate areas where there
was already exi ting facilities
and fac ul ty ."
In a previous interview. UMSL
dean of fac ul tie Everett Walter
said that the cost of developing
the graduate program " would
not be a's con iderable a wa .•
thought. " He also pointed to existing facilities, and said there
might be a need for additional
faculty .
Merrimon Cuninggim , repreenting a broader poi!)t of view,
noted UMSL's as et to the community as an undergraduate
school. Enrollment at UMSL is
12,000, and predictions indicat~
it will rise in the next few years
despite lower enrollment at universities in general. It is the
second largest school in the
state, in terms of enrollment.
Cuninggim
did
However,
question UMSL's role in the '
area of graduate programs .•
When it comes to costs, he said,
"one person can add it up one
way. and another person can
addit up another." He strongly
urged the entire question of
higher education in St. Louis be
placed above the needs of the
individual universities and looked at from the point of view
the communitv as a whole .
Whether there is a glut of
phd.s driving taxi cabs. as Coor
pointed out. the question of
graduate school in St. Louis
still hin,ges on a close examination of the demand for programs
and the cost of alternative pro-·
grams.

program where the
tuden-t
would receive full scholarship
and a stipend of $1000, and he
would be able to attend the Mi ouri school - state or private
- that offered hi program. The
fellowships would be monitored
by the new Missouri Co-ordi nating Board fo r Higher Education.
The other wa a contract system where the Board would pay
the private institution a um
based on the per-credit -hour
amount as calculated to apply at
the University of Missouri, and
the student would pay his tuition
to the board and attend the private university with his program.
The Mis ouri Co-ordinating
Board for Higher Education is a
relatively new body, assigned
the function of examining the
direction of both public and private institutions in the state.
Where it once served in only an
advisory capacity, it now has the
authority to approve and terminate programs. According to
Turner, the academic plan approved for the University of Misouri by the Board of Curators is
"just a license, and not a mandate" for new programs. "Each
program at UMSL will have to
be proposed individually, and
will be subject to approval by
the co-ordinating board."
In discussing UMSL's growth,
Coor stressed that, although
U~SL serves certain community
needs where the private universities cannot, there should be
cooperation in "collectively asse sing the needs" and working
with the existing institutions .
Turner, in favor of cooperation.
felt openly defen ive about the
private
universities'
concern

-
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• computes square roots
• calculates pi and performs square and reciprocals
• raises any number to any power
• exchanges X and Y values
• interchanges

+

•

and - signs

• gives answers in radians and degrees.
• solves quadratic equations

Use Sea rs Easy Pa yment Plan
8-Digtt Pocket
Size calculator
with full memory
NOW S50 LESS
Was S109.95 in May
Sears New Low Price

59 8

The Shelf
to organize items
in limited space
Walnut-grained
teel shelving.
IOx24x 18-inche
Unassembled.

Sears Low
Price

6

ISears I
. SEAas, aODUCit AND 00. _

49

• 8 digit capacity
8 digit display . .
up to 99,999 ,999
• Constant feature
lets you mUltiply or
divide without
re-entry of constant
• Auto or pre-set
floating decimal
• Clear key clears
last entry or
entire calculation
• Automatic percent
• Instant answers

Northwest Plaza
. Grand Avenue
Crestwood
490 Northwest Plaza 3708 South Grand
IS Crestwood Plaza
North County
Kingshighway
Alton
' Belleville
100 Jamestown Mall 1408 N. Kingshighwa) 309 Piasa ' 112 East Main
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Campus feels adverse
affects of inflation
The decision of the Universitv's Boarr! of Curator:.to increase incidental and non-resident fees sriould
not come as a surprise to anyone. Citing Governor
Christopher S. Bond's elimination of $ 1.4 million
from the univer ity's general budget and the higher
cost of Iivin~. University of Missouri President. C.
Brice Ratchford. stated that the $20 per seme ter
cost increase was necessary to minimize the impact
of rising costs on the quality of education. Yet the
Mis ouri legislature has a chance to override the
Governor's budget reductions and lower by one-half
the pre ent increase. We feel they will be acting in
the best intere t of all by overriding the governor in
this in tance.
The eight per cent increase i.n fees results
generally from the nations most pre sing problem-inflation. Thi increase reflects the rise in the operating costs of the univer ity in the past fiscal year.
Price jumps in the cost of heating fuel, electricity
and paper products have led the way toward higher
. operating co t. In addition , univer ity salaries
showed a six percent increa e over the last budget
period . Citing the fact that the Consumer Price
Index howed an II percent increase from June '73

to June '74, President Ratchford stated, "it is
neither morally right nor managerially sound to
expect University staff to accept more of the burden
of inflation."
The University of Mi souri has kept to its original
promise to maintain public education at a moderate
price . Witness the fact that UMSL's per semester
fee have risen only $70 in the last five years
compared to many private universities whose costs
have risen by $500 or m.o re in the same oeriod .
y~; the real' burden of the eight per cent fee
\"~". Q"'" " dll" UII 1IIU~l" tuaents who must pay their
own way without financial support from their
families. The cost of commuting by car has risen
dramatically and needle s to say student income as
a whole is the lowest of all wage-earning groups.
Therefore the legislature should take a positive look
toward overriding Gov. Bond's budget reductions.
State Representative Richard J. Rabbitt , chairman
of a House budget committee, estimates that
Mis ouri \ ill show a $60 million surplus this year.
Rabbitt is in favor of overriding the budget cut and
i correct in ascertaining that these funds should be
used for the benefit of University of Missouri
st udents.

Perpetual parking problem
shouldn1t be ignored
UMSL is described as a commuter campus, and must treat this situation with full force. Pleas of
not unfairly. Often , however, especially at the sem- helplessness due to time/ money/ land will not hold
ester's start. that's commuter campus spelled up . This is a commuter campus, and it is their respon ibility to deal with ' this always-important
t-r-a-f-f-i-c p-r-o-b-I-e-m-s.
The traffic/ parking problems consistently sprout problem.
The construction of the new parking garage is a
in di cussions of UMSL's nature . They are also consi tently shrugged off. There is a prevailing sen e comfortable step. But the construction of the garage
of helplessnes : What can you do about a matter is progressing slowly, while UMSL's enrollment
continues to increase at a large rate. Will even this
which. as far as UMSL is concerned, is timeless?
Anyone who ha witnessed, or, moreover, partici- new garage be able to hold a suitable "umm uting
pated in. the favorite mid-morning traffic games will population when it is completed?
Some action can, of course. be taken by the
realize that . however perpetual. the parking problem still needs attention. This is the "cat-and- student. Car pools are the most positive step.
mou c " gamc in which the arriving car~ stalk the Numerous solid reasons exist for for forming car
lots . slowly, almost animal-like, searching for a spot pools beyond just the congestion it would relieve
that might be deserted by someone departing from here . Rick Blanton, UMSL Director of Student
an early morning class. The struggle for survival on Activities, has an ambitious and well-planned car
pool program, offering detailed, computerized inthe lots often becomes fierce.
The parking lots filled quickly the first two days, formation to students desiring such and guaranteed
and many students were forced to retreat to Kor- spot to car pools . The program is to be commelldvette's on Florissant Road. repeating the occurances ed .. .and st udents are to be encouraged to contact
of last year. This eases the over-flow, but is Blanton 's office and learn about car pooling at
in convenient and unfair. Parking fees have been UMSL.
Traffic and parking problems are not superficial.
payed. and students de erve the simple privilege of
arriving at the university at which they are enrolled. Our academic and university functions are related to
Un le someone has the notion of arranging classes our environment and transportation. Can we. for
between the departments in E.J . Korvettes. this exa mpl e. comfortably and freshly participate in
lecture or classe after steaming for long minutes
alternate should be omewhat swift ly eliminated.
Th e short-sighted planners responsible for in the morning traffic lines that often stretch to the
UMSL's geographic condition and development exit ramps of Highway 70?

HappYBirthday,Current
Movie buff will recall the scene in the classic
"Citizen Kane'" in which Or on Well, as a new
and crusading new paper editor, writes his
spur-of-the-moment "Statement of Principle " and
de mands it be displayed prominently in a box on'
tile paper's front page. The principles are absorbed
in awe by an as i tant who asks to keep the
original.
This i the 200th issue of the UMSL Current. as
well a the first i sue of a new year. This would not
be an inapprcpriate place to present a traditional
"platform and principles" editorial. But, as we
learned from editor Kane, such a "Statement" is

September 5,
1974

often pretentious and usually inaccurate.
We'll follow a contemporary trend of the Current
and let our actions do our speaking. These actions,
of course . will be our news coverage, diverse
features, sports and arts sections, regular editorials
and continuing commentaries, and the new "Focus"
ection. news analysi which will treat one subject
per issue with some degree of depth .
Avoiding the melodramatic urge is not easy. We
are within ourselve a hard act to follow ; the
Current has a heritage of quality content and has
done more than it share to shape events in this
almost II year -old campu .

•
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LETTERS
Book re-saJe: alother 'horror story'
Dear Editor:
The beginning of the school
year is always a good time for
horror stories about the universi~y bookstore. I'd . like to offer
mille as a service to your
reader . as well as a reminder to
all those people down in the
bookstore that they're really
trying as hard as they can.
Back in May I tried to sell
some of my $80 worth of winter
seme ter books back to the
bookstore for an eminently fair
half price. (Isn't it nice that they
give you a full SO per cent
refund on a book that you
bought new but never read?)
Getting back to our story, .1
hauled my IS-inch stack of books
down to the bookstore. I then
looked on the book tore's buyback list to find that the one
book I had that they were
buying was the one book 1
wanted to keep. So 1 turned to
other pursuit , confident that the
bookstore would till be there to
help me out at the end of the
summer.
Last week I noticed a lot
of unsold books still on my
shelves, so 1 decided to make a
return trip to our beloved bookstore. But this time I was going
to be smart and look at the list
first. then bring the books.
So I went down to the bookstore to look at the list. But
there was no list. ''I'm sorry,
but all we have is our own list
and we don 't let anybody look at
that," was the bookstore per-

S~ock

son's response.
- This was all understandable .
After all. that might have been a
national ecurity book list or
something.
So I went home. picked up my
IS-inch stack of books. and
hauled them back to the bookstore. (It's a great way to keep
in shape, you know.)
Thanks to all those fine faculty
members out there who are
always thinking up new textbook to bore their students in
new and interesting ways. the
nice people at the bookstore
were only buying back one of my
books at their very generous half
price. But they had already
bought enough copies of this
particular book. and they didn't
want mine.
So. rather than sell all my
books to the book tore' favorite
u cd book company for about 10
per cent of what I paid for them.
I decided to haul my IS-inch •
tack of books back home. where
I can u e the books to keep dust
off the book shelve.
But I realize that all the
teachers and the bookstore people are really trying their be t to
help out the students. so I can't
blame anyone .
So our tory ends happily. I'm
now in excellent phy ical condi- _
tion and I don't have much dust
at all on my helves . I sincerely
want to thank everyone concerned.
Bob Hucker
Columbia. Mo.

at ,olultary acti,ity fee idea

Dear Editor:
In regard to Walt Jaschek's
tory in your ummer issue, I
was shocked to hear of the
thoughts of making student
activity fees voluntary!
I have been on this campus as
a full-time student for two years,
have payed my fee gladly--because I have gotten much in
return. Programs , activities, a,,:ailability of , ~quipment ... all

•

these things would be lost along
with the 10 s of the fees . Democracy can only go so far .
The confusion and increa e in
needle s manpower that would
res ult from a voluntary system
would be entirely ridiculous.
They should re main mandatory.
According to the story, the
idea i in a primitive stage. It
hould stay there!
Debbie R. Smith

'Refuse to populate' UMSL be.ches
'-_____________________lIIIIIIr ,lssue 200
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Dear Editor:
I am new to the UMSL
campus, but not to the University of Missouri. I attended the
Columbia campus for a year
until financial distress caused
me to stay in town for a semester. 1 noted one major difference
in the two campuses: the benches.
In Columbia, I was used to
huddling pleasently on a comfortable wooden bench with
friends under shade trees . Here,
I find only a few miserable concr~te benches that I refuse to
populate.
I'm not the type that likes to
lay on the gr~)Und. 1 tend to soak

up moisture. Do the folks around
here have something against
wood? Or softness?
I'd like my semester or so to
be spent enjoying the SI. Louis
breezes--but not on the concrete.
Name withheld

LETTERS POLICY: Letters to
the editor are encouraged and
should be typed, double-spaced.
Letters of 200 words or less will
be given priority due to space
limitations and the Current reserves rights to edit for length.
No unsigned letters will be accepted but names will be held
upon request.

•

•
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Committee's statements
on criteria desired for
new chancellor of UMSL
The following is part of a
statement on the criteria for
candidates for UMSL that was
issued by Dr. J. Neal Primm, .
chairman of the chancellor's
earch and screening committee:

•

Creative and innovative ability.
Awareness of urban problems
and needs and a commitment to
urban and community involvement.

..

NEAL PRIMM, COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN: " ••. We need someone
with a degree of charismatic leadership ••• But some people have
charisma and nothing to back it up. I hope our choices will have a
balance."

Prepared criteria speaks louder
,than ,search committee's words
-

•

•

. .,
WINDY WATKINS, STUDENT MEMBER: "I'm looking for a person
who would be visible on campus and alert to the needs of the
, university. [Photo by Jean Vogel)

Bill Townsend
Members of the chancellor
search committee, though not
ilent. are letting their criteria
!!heet do most of their talking.
(See criteria sheet, right.)
When a keG What personal
preferences they had in choosing
a new chancellor, most committee members said the criteria
sheet was their spokesman. , If
they did voice an opinion it was,
in general, a rewording of the
criteria sheet. All nine members
worked on the criteria.
The committee, which was
formed shortly after the resignation of Chancellor Joseph Hartley on March 7, 1974, consists of
four faculty members who repreent the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Schools of Business and Education, two members of the UMSL administration. two students and one
member of the Mi souri University-wide administration .
The committee's job is to
choose five to nine suitable
candidates who will be recommended to Mi souri University
President C. Brice Ratchford.
Committee chairman. history
professor J. Neal Primm, said it
was likely the number would be
five and that .t certainly would
not be nine. Then, Ratchford
will choose from that list
UMSL's fourth chancellor in its
eleven-year history. *
In order to attract candidates,
the committee placed ads in . the
Journal of Higher Education and '
the New York Times. Then the
dossiers 'started flowing in.
Some applications were clearly
inadequate, according to Primm.
Those applications were done
away with. but not before each
committee member reviewed
them. Other dossiers were more
impressive. These individuals,
said Primm, were given personal
interviews.
The committee stopped taking
applications Aug . .1. At that
point they had over 150 applications. They have since trimmed
that number to forty " interviewing many candidates in the
process.
"We interviewed candidates
in August and we plan to do
more in September and October," said Primm, who was a

.

'

FOCUS
of the candidates and offer
college president himself at
objective analyses of the candiHiram college in Ohio. "In three
dates in our meetings after an
or four weeks we hope to cut
interview. "
that list of forty in half. Our
Commenting
on
Primm's
hope is to make our recomenstatement, Watkins said, "I
dations to Pre ident Ratchford
think we have played a big role.
by early November." If the comI also think they (faculty and
mittee's timetable is accurate,
administration members) are
UMSL could conceivably have a
surprised we are as alert as
new chancellor by January 1975,
we are."
which is what Primm told the
Friedman agreed with Primm
Current July 8, 1974.
but added, "What else is he
Primm said that some of the
going to say?" Commenting on
per onal interviews have lasted
the treatment he and Watkins
as long as five hours, others
have received from the candiless.
"It depends on the candidates, Friedman said, "As a
date," he said. He continued,
tudent I have to watch that the
.. After we have interviewed
candidates treat us as equals to
the faculty and administration
_ome of the more impressive
members. Thus far they have."
candidates, I'll make further inquiries of the candidate s assocOther committee members
iates.
After
hearing
their
were asked essentially the same
question as Primm wa asked:
thoughts, I'll report my findings
"What, are · you looking for
to the Committee."
personally in a ch,ancellor?"
Primm mentioned in interWatkin s echoed the criteria
views with the Current that I
neither he nor any other commit- , sheet saying, ''I'm looking for a
person who would be visible on
tee member would name the
campus and alert to the needs of
names of any candidate. He said
some persons don't want it , tHe university. " Leaving the
proverbial door wide open, Watknown they are looking for
kins said she wouldn't mind
another job.
having a person from a univerFurther along the line of.
sity like UMSL, but she wouldn't
confidentiality, Primm didn't rerule out someone from a small
veal much when asked what he
was looking for personally from I liberal arts college.
Friedman, a soft-spoken but,
a chancellor. "I would, however,
like to have a chancellor who
according to Watkins, perceptive
could talk to a large group of /' person, went a little further than
th confines of the criteria sheet.
students and a large group of
"I would like to see a person
faculty members. I think we I
need someone with a degree of , who had some ideas on incorporcharismatic leadership, but char- I ating student input on the hiring
and firing of faculty. I want to
isma can go too far. Some
see someone who could get
people have charisma and noUMSL more money commenthing to back it up. I hope our
choices will have a balance."
I
surate with our size and," he
On the subject of his fellow , emphasized, "'1 don't want
omeone who is a messenger
committee members, Primm had
high praise for the student : boy for Columbia."
Dean of Student Affairs Conmembers, Delilah Watkins and
ney M. Kimbo was les's speoific
Howard Friedman.
"I would like to say, I should I than Friedman. At first Kimbo
say that the student member I said he had "nothing more to
add" to the criteria sheet. But"
have played a big role in the
when asked if he thoue:ht the
commltte'e . They ask questions

i

I

I

On amnesty-·
• Nixon '
Kennedy, Johnson and
opposed any means of granting
amnesty for those men who did
not believe that fighting in
Vietnam was an honorable occupation. Therefore, many potential fighting men left this
country to evade the draft.
According , to the St. Louis.

/

An understanding of the com- '
plexities of student, faculty, and
administrative relationships.
Leadership qualities should
have been demonstrated at the
level of college president, academic dean, or other executive
position with a primary involvement in higher education . Outtanding performance as a de·
partmental chairperson, a member of faculty senates or councils, major committee ervice, or
other faculty leadership roles
will also be considered .
Leadership
characteristics
should include the ability to
delegate authority and responsibility, the ability to choose and
evaluate competent associates.
and the strength to take whatever tep necessary to improve
performance or make personnel
changes. Asociates chosen at
any policy-making level should
be appointed only .after consultation with . appropriate faculty,
tudent.
and
administrative
groups.
The Chancellor should be the
visible leader and spokesman for
t he University.

.......••......•.....•.........

will personally intervi!!w the .
candidate that the full committee interviewed while she was
away. Haimo will presumably
then report her findings to the
committee.
Watkins admitted that she
didn't like the idea of Haimo
interviewing the candidates after
the full committee did, but that
Haimo <lid notify the committee
of her plans in mid-July. Apparently the committee didn't object
and there will probably be no
move to remove Haimo from the
committee.
The other committee member
is A. G. Unklesbay, Universitywide Vice President for the ·
Administration. Unklesbay was
also on a chancellor search committee that chose the new
chancellor for the University of
Missouri at Rolla. The Current
was unable to reach Unklesbay
in Columbia for his comments.
*The previous three chancellors were James Bugg (July J965
- May 1969). Glenn Driscoll
(Nov. 1969 - Aug. 1972) and
Joseph Hartley (Oct. J 973 March 1974). Dean of Faculties
Everett Walter served in the
Interim before Hartley. Emery
Turner is presently interim chan cellor. UMSL had no chancellor
from 1963-1965.

consider

Tom Pagano
All too often , the "Forgive
and Forget" syndrome is very
much abused within the realm
of political theatrics. How true it
is for those running for election
or those trying a political figurine. But who ever thought of
forgiving
those
who stood
strongly against something that
they did not believe in?
In the past four administrations, President Eisenhower,

chanc.ellor shou ld be -flexibl~
, because of the multi-campus
unversity, Kimbo did say, "Of
course the person would have to
be flexible not only because of
the mUlti-campu university, but
also becau e of the diversity of
the UMSL campus. We have a
diverse faculty, a multi-racial
student body and the Women' s
group. The new chancellor will
'have to be resilient in order to
deal with this campus."
Like Kimbo, Professor of
Behavioral Studies Harold W.
Richey initially said that he had
"nothing more to add" to the
, criteria sheet. However, he did
slightly amplify the part in the
criteria sheet which says: (A
candidate should have) "the
willingness and ability to work
effectively within (the multicampus university)."
Richey
aid, "I want someone who
would function democratically.
Al 0, I want someone who would
have the vision to move UMSL
ahead." He didn't elaborate.
Chief Business Officer John P.
Perry. not going into specifics,
aid, "I would like to have a
good administrator and someone
'acceptable to the faculty."
When asked to elaborate on
what admini trative qualities
would be acceptable, he said,
" his (the candidate's) experience would be an indicator of
his qualifications." Perry did say
that the new chancellor would
not necessarily have to have
been a president or chancellor at
another institution.
Robert Markland, Associate
Professor of Management Science, stated that the new
chancellor should be a vigorous,
dynamic leader able to deal with
the development of UMSL as a
part of the total university
system.
Two
committee
members
could not be reached for comment.
Math Department Deborah T.
Haimo was en route to Korea to
work on a project when this
article was being compiled , According to a Math Department
secretary, Haimo will return ' in
October. This is about a month
before the planned target date
Primm has planned for making
the recommendations to Ratchford. Watkins told the Current
'that she understands that Haimo

A knowledge and understanding of the mUlti-campus university, and the willingness and
ability to work effectively within
it.

Post-Dispatch (Feb. 25, 1970)
more than 50,000 American men
had fled to Canada since the
outbreak of the Vietnam crisis,
with an estimated 2,500 men
leaving for Sweden and Denmark. All had been U.S. citizens.
It seems a terrible shame at

first , that this many men would
refu e to defend their country,
but it seems equally as shameful
to believe that these men are of
little value to their nation as
individual workers and professional personnel.
The Vietnam crisis was exactly
that: a "crisis"; a police action.
There was no "declared war" in
Vietnam. After the Civil War,
perhaps the most savagely
fought battle in our nation's
history, there was .full amnesty

granted.
Believing that amnesty should
be granted only on a conditional
basis , President. Ford should
consider the rule of life, to
"Forgive and Forget." This,
would perhaps be the most
astounding political enactment
that President Ford could contribute. Amensty should be
granted to all men exiled from
their mother country. After all,
what mother never forgave a
son?
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So this is the Current's 200th
issue . Big deal. Isn't it bad
enough that student funds are
wasted on this rag-which never
i read anyway-without dregging up its history?
It ha n't even consistently
been called the Current. The
name has changed as often as a
boy' vocal chord in pubert ybut s till can't compete with the
chancellor ' office.

;

"'...

The Mizzou News was the
journalistic con cience for UMSL
for the following two years. It
generally ran a biweekly 8 page
paper with such items of interest
as: ineffective stu::\ent goverr; menl, misuse of student fees,
inadequate parking arrangements, high price at the book
store-hmmm? this is beginning
to ound hauntingly familiar!

When the Univer ity of Misouri-Normandy Residence Center opened S pt. 16, 1960,
Jackie Conrad, editor of the
Tiger Cub ent a reporter to
cover the story .

Tiger Cub-Novemb r 23, 1960;
first edition.

With five front page stories on
the new campus, the Tiger
Cub' first i sue came out on
Nov. 23. 1960. Every month for
the next three year the Tiger
Cub wa the journalistic rna terpiece of MUNRC. To financc the
publication , the staff held car
wa hes, old booster, and old
s ubscrip tion for $1.75.
It four page informal format
re embled a high chool month Iy. Feature and ports con til:tted the greate t part of the
wliting with heavy empha i on
che.'rleaders and pompon girls .

I

-~

•

W,'e n the four year branch of
the Ul.iv . of Mo . went through .
the s taff dropped the name
Tiger CuL . A editor George M.
Killenberg expl ai ned in his first
editorial : "dMSL is no longer a
fledgling of :he Columbia campus . It has matured and the
name "Tiger Cub" would be as
ridiculou a the "Teddy Bear."

G. M. Kille nberg aid recently, "We did the best with what
we had. " At that ttme the
newspaper offices were tucked
away in a corner of the Country
Cl ub Bldg . That was a step up
and on campus from the " Tiger
Cub" facilities in the Normandy
"Courier " office .
Twice the Mizzou News Hosted a conven tion of journalists to
UMSL for th e purpose of gaining
experience from professionals .
Due to the lack of an e tablished
journali m school on this ca mpu, cheduling of formal journalism classes has been sparce
and mostly student originated.
For this reason the majority of
the newspaper staff has almost
alway been undercl a men on
their way to UMC.

•

~
*~
*************************************************
Mlzzou New -S-eptember
1964, fir t edition.

21,

Two yea r later, in 1966, the
new paper almost went the way
of all old generals. Due to lack
of a qualified editor the publication had been suspendedkaput.

A COLLA E OF
graced the front pages
the taff which rho e
certain clemen Is of a
photo on thl page b

•

•

.

When you buy one delicious A&W Teen

,.,--------------------------.

Burger at the regular price ... you get

Buy one Teenburger

one freel

and get one free.
Redeem at A & W Family
Restaurant,
8632 Natural Bridge

Just present this coupon at the A&W
Family Restaurant, 8632 Natural Bridge

•

teenlnwger

(iust a short distance from UMSL).

Offer expires December 1, 1974

•
Limit ole per customer.

It: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -__________-________ =.t

<~.>

• It's a gQ:Qd thing to do

FAMIL Y RESTAURANT

•
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At that time , a complete break
with the "under the wing of Columbia" image was sought. A
new team mascot, "The Rivermen" was chosen, and cleverly
following the same imagery,
"The Current" was born .
the CurBarb Duepner.
rent 's first edtior , sa.v the
Current'
primary
function
a communication. Throughout
Its 8 vears of existence the
Current has covered all major
event on campu~ rrom nomecoming dances to moratorium
trikes.

..
S: A variety of styles have
Current, each a unique as
ormat come and go-but
I paper sr timeless. IAII
Brier. I

With each new changing administration. new departments
and various features were added . Some of the most interesting columns were: "Meet the
Prof. "-a "Mizzou News" feature de igned to introduce the
. faculty to the tudents; "The
Shaft"-a tongue in cheek review of students. faculty , and
activities in and around UMSL;
"Meet your cheerleader"-a
weekly interview with each
cheerleader in uniform doing her
favorite po e; "The Man from
UMSL"-needles to say when
and where this came from;
"Current Controversy"-a pro
and con political column that
debated different sides of the
arne i sue. It was in the
"Current Controversy" during
spring of 1967 that the first
rumblings over Vietnam were
heard at UMSL.

One of the newspaper's many
satire writers. Charlie Chamberlain was to christen Bugg Lake.
In a series of attacks on
Chancellor James L. Bugg. Jr.
Chamberlain 'suggested that the
title might be appropriate because of its descriptive. yet
honorary purpose-honoring the
chancellor and describing the
lake, that is.
April Fool's Day has always
provided the UMSL newspaper
with an opportunity to unleash
their artistic talent. For 3 years
the SLUM Clearance-edited by
Sitting Bull and William Faulkner wa the comic relief for the
campus. In J974. the Current
staff inovation for April Fool's
Day wa The Stagnant. Unofficial sources have it that this
wa the most popular and widely
re~d issue of the semester.
This year for the first time , a
ummer i ue of the Current
was publi hed . Another inovattion for the year is the paper' s
own
typesetting
equipment.
which hould enable the Current
to publi h more up to the minute
news of campus happenings .

UMSL CURRENT
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UMSL Current-November 18,
1966, first edition.

~
~
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While plowmg through over
14 yea r of UMSL new paper.
if truck me that the oroblems of
the campus in '60, '67, or '74
seem to be pretty --mucn the
same. The ever-orevalent "parking problem. " the bookstore
" rtp-ott ··. the mettecttve stuOent
govern ment . all tiII find pace
in the editorial section
and
Letter to the Editor.
About the only way to conclude this mess without getting
sticky i to say that the Current
has always provided an open
forum for students and guarantees it will continue.

• .... flt.....AN NfW
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UMSL

Current-February

1971

23,
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THE .UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

arAllanPoe

•

•

ACHARACTERIZATION BY JERRY ROCKWOOD
•

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21~ 1974
8:30 P.M.
J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
J

$2.00 UMSL STUDENTS

$3.00 UMSL FACULTY &STAFF
$4.00 PUBLIC ADMISSION

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION DESK
THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN SUBSIDIZED WITH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS

•
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Students encouraged to use campus services
•
Patti Jackson
Although UMSL seems imposing at first, there really are
people in those Ivory Towers.
People who are willing, wanting
and waiting to serve the needs
of the students. faculty and
st,!lff.
Often students are not aware
of the many free and almost free
services and activities open to
them. Here is a brief summary
of a few of these services. For
more information and/or a copy
of the student handbook contact
the Office of Student Affairs,
Room 262 U. Center. 453-5211.
These services are paid for in
great part by your student
activity fee and are there for you
to use. so don't feel shy. It was
your money so you might as well
use .it . If you have any suggestions for improvement. feel free
to make them.

ling room, conditioning room,
olympic-sized swimming pool,
soccer field, basebal field, three
intramural fields, and g tennis
courts, with locker and shower
facilities in side the building.
There are also 2 tennis courts, a
basketball court and a volleyball
court near the administration
building.
The MUlti-Purpose Building is
open to ' students, faculty and
staff 59 hours a week, with
hours varying from day to day.
<:;all 453-5641 for details.

Films
UMSL has a very good selec
tion of Friday and Saturday
night movies in 101 Stadler Hall
at the low admission price of 75
cents. Each student is allowed to
bring 1 outside guest and his
immediate family. J.D.'s will be
checked at the door. Free
movies of general interest are
shown on Monday and Tuesday
nights at 8:00 in the J.C. 'Penne~

I

which students can use to post
ads by leaving the information
with the information desk, headphones from the information
desk, student directories, lost
and found services, and a candy.
cigarette, magazine and sundry
item counter.
If you happen to need some
information while on campus,
use one of the free campus
"Hotline" phones, conventiently
located throughout the campus
with at least one phone in every
major building. Any number on
campus can be reached simply
by dialing the last four digits of
the number (leave off the 453
exchange used when dialing
from off-campus). Off-campus
phone numbers cannot be reached from the "Hotline" phones.
For number referral, call 0111 or
5148.

Fun Palace
On one of those occasional,
but rare, free hours on campus,
why' not drop by the Fun Palace,
10catec1 across Bugg Lake from

can be obtained from the director of student affairs.

Government
New students interested in
participating in student government can still run for a position
as representative for Central
Councilor can sign up for a
committee. For an application
contact· Central Council or stop
by the information desk .

Tutoring
For students having academic
difficulties, Central Council offers a tutoring service at a
charge to the student of 75 cents
per hour. Tutors are paid $2.50
per hour, the difference being
made up by the Central Council
with funds from the student
activities fees. Applications for
both those who wish to tutor and
to be tutored are available in the
Central Council Office.
In the past, free courses, such
as auto mechanics for women or
hatha yoga, taught free by those
with special talents have been
offered through the Communiversity . Lately, however, teachers willing to teach free have
been hard to fin~. If you feel
you have some special talent
that others would be interested
in learning, please contact Ellen
Cohen . 453-5174 or 423-3174.
CIa s times can be arranged at
your convenience.

Financial Aids
Students having financi~1 di.fficulties can pick up finanCial aid
application forms in the Office of
Student Financial Aid, Room 10,
Administration Building.
Tho e students seeking em- •
ployment, whether full or parttime can get assistance from the
Career Planning and Placement
Office, 205 Administration, 4535 Ill. For on-campus employment contact the Personnel Office. No. 17 in the Blue office
_
building, 453-5804.
Through the Counseling Serv- •
ice, Room 229 Stadler Hall, 4535711, free, confidential professional counseling is available to
student for their per onal, vocational and college-related difficulties.

Health Center
Free health care, in the form ,.
of out-patient medical including
first-aid. orelUlancv tests. ano
general health consultations is
avauatJle through the Student
Health Center, 125 Administration. 453-5671. The Center. b
staffed by a St. Louis physician,
available on a part-time baSIS, a full-time registered nurse, parttime registered nurse. licensed
practical nurse, and secretarial
staff. Hours are 7:30 am to 9:30
pm Monday through Thur day
and from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm on
Friday.

With tongue in cheek

Goody goes to college
Julie Morrison

LOST?:
Students utilize the Information desk In the University to have all kInd s
[[Photo by Jean Vogel]

0

f questi ons answered .

FEATURES
Changing schedules
Students who are not satisfied
with the courses they are currently enrolled in have the
option of petitioning into new
courses or changing sections
until Sept. 12, last day to add a
cour e thi seme ter. Petitioning
fee is $5 after the second day of
clas es. Thursday, Sept. 26 is
the last day to drop a course
without receiving a grade or to
place a cour e on pass-fail. Up
to 24 course hours can be placed
on pass-fail. but students should
check carefully with their major
department before placing any
course on pass-fail, as each
department has special restrictions.

Athletics
If you have free time between
classes, the athletics department
is offering free non-credit instruction in 22 sports, including
archery, bowling. athletic dueling. swimming, scuba. judo,
karate , and many others. A
complete list of course offerings
and times is available at the
Information Desk or Room 225 ,
Multi-Purpose Building.
Facilitie in the Multi-Purpose
Building and the surrounding
outside area include 5 basketball, 4 volleyball, 4 badminton
and 2 handball courts, a wrest-

Auditorium. J.D.'
are nor
checked eithe't at these or at the
Comp 10 cinema lab movies,
shown on Tuesdays at 7:35 &
10:40 am and 2:40 & 7:30 pm in
126 SSBE. A list of Comp 10
movies can be obtained in the
English Department, while advance tickets for the weekend
movies, as well as the plays and
concerts sponsored by the program board can be purchased at
the information desk, which has
schedules of both the weekend
and weekday films.

Information desk
If you ' have any questions
about UMSL and its services and
activities, call or drop by
UMSL's information desk (4535148). located in the lobby of the
University Center. It will be
open from 7 am to 9 pm 'Monday
through Friday. Service available in or near the Information
De k include an open rack in
which printed information is
placed , a classified ad board,

Benton Hall, where the daily
recreational activities include
card table , a refreshment service. pool tables, pinball, football
and air hockey machines, table
occer. table tennis, and a TV.
Or simply relax in one of the
lounges. Administration Building
room 30, BH 107, CH 104, LH
217. MP 215, SSBE 227, or U
Center 152.
Candy, coffee and soda machines are located on the first
floor of each classroom building
and the administration building.
Local daily newspapers, like the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch and
Globe are available for perusal
in the library, along with general
interest magazines, like Newsweek, Time and Ms.

Student otganizations '
If you're looking for students
with interests similar to yours,
join one of the more than 90
recognized
organizations ' on
campus (or form your own).
Information about these group

A-1TUXEDO

Once upon a time in a
mythical land called Mizzeri,
there lived a person named
Goody Trueblue. Now Goody
Trueblue had just graduated
from a Mizzeri high chool and
had decided to go to Kollege.
So. after filling out an admissions application, taking the
ACT, SAT, PSAT. Ohio Psych ,
the Idaho Potato. the StanfordBinet, and the Burns-Allen ,
Goody was admitted to the tax
supported state-run, University
of Mizzeri.
Oh was Goody happy . Oh
were Goody' parents happy.
"Oh Goody. Goody," they cried.
Goody · noticed that she had
not been assigned an adviser nor
enrolled in any courses. You will
note that Goody's last name
begins with "T". B thru Z had
not been processed yet by the
one-eyed three-fingered hermit
that ran the steam-powered
computer the University u ed for
scheduling.
Goody finally received a special delivery (via carrier pigeon)
letter instructing her to report to
401 K6revet Hall where her
coun elor Know-Nothing Know-

Goody explained to KnowNothing that she wa pur uing a
B.S. in Kollege and since
Know-Nothing was in con tant .
pur uit of B.S., a natural affinity
developed.
Know-Nothing advised Goody
tn take Aerosol Can , ahPl
Writing 200, Menu Reading 131
and Philosophical ApproaChes to
Toilet Flushing 256.
When Goody a ked KnowNothing if the e course were in "
order for a P cychology major,
Know-Nothing admitted that
they were not and said that
actually, Menu Reading 131
hould be taken b fore Aerosol
Can 200.
*Any re emblance to persons.
living or dead is purely intentional.

SHOP N"SAVE !
Norwood Court from $165.00
, Hillcrest from $165.00
lamurai from $132.50

10 lOCA liONS

• ~rjjvef§itr rpar~ •

20% discount with this ad

From $105.00 (your only logical choice)

tOne of the country's largest'

Studios. one. two ,& three bedroom garden apartments
air conditioned, balcOnies. patios, carpeting. drapes'
4 pools. GARAGES AVAILA.BlE.

Group Leaders Needed

Located at 1-70 and Florissant Rd.

Advisors needed for male and female clubs at the Jewish Community Centers
Association. Evenings, weekday afternoons, and weekend hours.
. Prior experience desired, but not essential. Salary open.

..

Ie would advi e her on cour e •
selection.
The next day Goody went to
ee Know-Nothing, being careful
not to step on the page of
manuscript that lay on the
floor-part of Know-Nothing's
current research on tooth pa fe
tube queezing habit of E ki- •
mos in Alton, III.

..............

Contact: Ken White or Bob Davidson, Children's . &' Youth 0vups at 432-5700.

------------------------------------------------

,t

Open daily 10-6. Sun 1-6
521-7026. 8465 Fresno Court.

Car Pools Arranged
LIPTON REAL TV

~\ ~
. ------~~------~~------~~~~~~~~
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TilE fll S UAD
PRESENTING
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IJMOME Pll!

HIS PURPOSE IS TO COMBAT
THE: FOJ<cES Of EVIL ...

THE MASTER HAS KNOWLEDGE"
OF THE" MARTIAL ARTS, TO DO
AWAY WITH THE" fORCES OF

..... A TRUE MASTER KNOWS WHEN
TO E)(CEr<cIS£ I<E5 TRAI NT ...

,

OPPRESSION .•.

GNOMfFU IS A MASTER
OF MAN'( DISCIPLINeS ...

•

•
C>117+ GMI~ 110ff"IIN

,C hristopher McKarton

Walt Jaschek

Gary Hoffman

•

•

AROUND
•

APO Bookpool-Sept. 6 thru 12
MTWF 9:30 am - I :30 pm MT
eve. also 6-8 pm. 227 BE
Bookstore Buyback-8-4:30 Fri.
Sept. 6 in U. Center Lobby

•

•

(Sept 6-12) '

ON CAMPUS
Announcements- Sept. 12 last
day undergrads students may
enter a course for credit

Chess Tournament Sept. 7 Sat. 8
am in Cafeteria
Dance-Kappa Alpha Psi Sept.
7 Sat. 9:30 pm - 1:30 am in
Snack Bar
Exhibits-Books and Awards of
the University of Mo. Pres
Sept. 9 thru 13 10 am - 2 pm
Gallery 210 in Luca Hall.
Films - PAPER MOON Sept. 6
and 7 Fri. and Sat. at 8 pm
101 Stadler Hall
THE CONFORMIST Sept. 9
Mon . 8 pm J.c. Penney Aud.
BRINGING UP BABY Sept. 10
Tues . 8 pm J.C. Penney Aud .
Luncheon and Chat-Sponsored
by UMSL Hillel Club Sept. 6
Fri . at I I am in Rm 58 of the
U. Center
Meetings- Strategic
Theory
Club Sept. 7 at 12 noon in
222 J. C. Penney

U~SL

by Paul April
Orientation-Open house for
Project United on Sept. 8
Sun. at 2 pm in J . C. Penney Aud. and Thom. Jeffer·
son Library.
Seminar-Sponsored
by
the
Biology Dept. Sept. 10, Tues.
at 4 pm in 316 Stadler Hall
Sports-Soccer Exhibition game
- UMSL Rivermen vs. UMSL
Rivermen Alumni Sept. 7, Sat.
at I :30 pm on the UMSL soccer field
Workshops-Minority Students
Service Coalition Academic
Workshop on Sept. I I Wed.
at 10:30 am in 126 J. C. Penney

OFF CAMPUS

Cardinal

Baseball
games(home)
Cards vs Mets :
Sept. 6 at 7:30
Sept. 7 at 6 pm
Sept. 8 at I: I 5 pm
Card vs Phillies: Sept. 9 and
10 at 7:30 pm

How to survive in college
Eric K . Banks

STUFF
Carnival-A special reminder
that the UMSL Carnival will
.be here on Sept. 13. 14, & IS .
Be th!!re!
.

Big Soccer Game-Two NCAA
Champions the Rivermen of
UMSL and the Billikens of St.
Louis U. ta ngle in a soccer
game at 7:30 on Fri. Sept. 13
in Busch Stadium. BE THERE
TO ROOT ON UMSL.

**************:
Attention all clubs and organ izat ions. We at the Current art
interested in keeping the student
body infor med on upcor:l ing
campus act ivities . If you have a
meet ing or ot her act ivit y com ing
up drop us a li ne at 256 U .
Center at least one week in
advance and we w i ll do our best
to see that 'it gets in Around
UMSL. Remember to tell us
where and when and c:ny other
pert inent informat ion .

:**************.

This Man Needs Help !

.

Find out what . the teacher
expects. and know how to play
the game; These bits of advice
I are freque ntly given when the
topic of academic survival is
talked about. Success is often
measured by how closely expectations match reality. Students
sometimes view college as a
frustrating and disappointing experience. But it can be an
enriching and fullfilling period of
their lives if they have the
insight on how to "get over."
A misconception is that if
students are properly interested
and motivated they will learn regardles of the circumstances.
Although interest and motivation
are two prime ingredients in the
formula for uccess, more is
needed . No one would expect to
be able to succeed as a neurosurgeon or pro basketball player
without training . But each year
thousands of students assume
they can succeed in college
without basic study skills , or an
understanding of their university
or of themselves .
Next Wed., Sept. I I. at I 1:30
am in room 126 of the J . C.
Penney Building , the Minority
Student Service Coalition will
sponsor an Academic Survival
Workshop. Problems of students
in general ana Hlack students in
partICUlar will be dealth with, so
that students may gain information which will help them avoid

the many pitfalls of college life.
A panel of counselors, teachers
and students will be on hand to
answer questions related to
"learning the ropes."
Experience IS said to be the
best teacher. We often learn by
our mistakes . But life is too
sh.ort to learn only by our
mIstakes and we must rely lln
information from others. T(\o
many students are forced tll
drop out before they have
learned how to succeed. This
work hop is designed to scratch
the surface of academic survival
and enconrage students to make
the most of their university and
their mental resources .

Symposium on

vvomen tD be held
"Women and the Law". a
symposium will be conducted bv
"A Women's Place on Sat. Sept.
14. 1974 from 10 am to 6 pm at
the WYCA County Branch at 140
N. Brentwood. Suggested Donations of $2.50 will go to the
Women ' s Legal Defense Fund.
Some of the topics include:
Women and Rape. Lesbianism
and the Law . Black Women and
Welfare , Black Women and the
Law, Women; Equal and Porteet ion and Labor Law . and .
E.R.A. and Women in Employment .

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynall\ics
On Campus
t UMSL this 'semester

.

. .. A,.ra•• i.cr.as. i. r.adi•• sp •• d
of 7-10 ti ...s.
... I.er.as.d co.. pr ••••sio. a.d r.call .
. .. Gaara.t ••d r.sults .
..• Lif.ti...... b.rship pri,il•••s.

•

:For More Information
lhe CURRENT nepd~ writers. reporters. and most everything else.
Some paying positiQ.ns

~till

available. 256 University Center; or call 453-5174

Call

878-6262
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Despite grow-ing pains~ University· Players still expands
Rene Conroy

-

University Players, UMSL's
theatre organization, has a his. tory which provides insight into
the mentality of the campus at
that time. Conceived during the
early years of UMSL, the U
Players experienced the same
growing pains as the expanding
campus.
The "come on gang let's do a
show" situation was prevalent
out of necessity at first and
preview rallies were held for
pUblicity during the sixties.
During rehearsals, cast members
would sometimes walk the
length and breadth of UMSL
(from Benton Hall to the Admin- .
istration Bldg.) to promote curiousity and audience enthusiasm.
Each production attempted was
pioneering in a sense and the
student population was adventurous already to be attending
UMSL in its early years.
Street Theatre as a concept
has been on the campus since
1964 in the form of the University Players. As far as actors and
staff go, .the UP was a transient
group with no permanent home,
not unlike the gypsy acting
troupe. In ' the past, meetings '
consisted of auditions while cast
and technical crew turnover was
not uncommon.
Expensive sound equipment
and lights were rented . Storage
space was unavailable for reusable stage sets. Every year , with
" ro""t,, "tlv t111 r tIJ.tin o student
popUlation , the UP would begin again and again.
During those years , faculty
advisors also changed. making
continuity under this arrangement difficult. And continuity is
all important within the theatre
structure.
However, many . fine productions emerged despite the difficulties with personnel turnover
and visiting directors. Past di-

A HISTORY OF THEATRE: The three sisters of Chekhov's play are surrounded by reminders of
past performances by the University Players. [Photo by .Larry Labrier]
rectors included students, such
as Wayne Salomon who was the
last President of the UP and is
now a graduate of UMSL, along
with Peter Wolfe, English professor at UMSL, John T. Onuska, also of the English Dept. and
Margaret Jeffries', former speech
instructor.
That lengthy list of talent
directed a wide variety of
classic, contemporary and experimental theatre, including comedy", drama and musicals. During the mid-sixties, when the U.
Players possessed twice this
year 's budget, several musicals
were staged with the University
Chorus teaming up with the
Players .
Last year Denny Bettisworth
arrived as the first permanent
faculty director of drama and the
University Players at UMSL.
Bettisworth implemented course
work in History of the Theatre,
acting and stagecraft technique ·

into the productions.
A s uccessful theatre com mun ity needs minimal facilities'. This
year those needs will be met by
space leased from Marillac College at 7804 Natural Bridge. An
auditorium for performances,
storage space for equipment,
sets and props, and a shop area
for construction of sets are incl uded. Jim Fay, a set designer
and technical advisor with an
M.F.A. from Tulane University,
has joined the faculty this lear
and will supervise the University
Players in technical phases of
production .
Bettisworth explained, "My
biggest concern with the move
to facilities at Marillac is our
.lack of visibility and . decentrll lization of U Players. We'll need
to spreaa tnt: word of our new
location quickly and efficiently
because of our low profile on
campus." Besides building a
community of theatre people

.Spy detective fl1m rises above par,
filled with stylish intrigue
. Gary Hoffman
In the current rash of mediocre and just plain crummy
movies that are being offered to
the St. Louis public, at least one
movie stands glaringly out from
the rest . That movie is "THe
Tamarind Seed."
"The Tamarind Seed'" brings
back some of the more stylish
spy-detective atmosphere that
managed to sneak away ~ith the

influx of grade-B adventure
flicks. There are good guys and
bad guys, but at least they are
not so set in black-and-white
stereotyping that they can't
fluctuate back and forth a little.
Julie Andrews plays the kind
of part you would expect Julie
Andrews to play. She is an
attractive but prim British civil
servant on holiday in the Caribbean. She is trying to forget the
death of her husband and the
recent termination of an unsuccessful loye affair. Her boss has
access to government secrets.
Naturally, where there are
secrets, there are spies and
counter-spies and counter-coun-

105 Ben ton Hall. Necessary
structural changes and remodeling will begin next semester.
The strong possibility of a
degree program in the SpeechCommunication field (including
theatre arts concentration) within the next two years is an encouraging prospect for UMSL
and U. Players. " This curricular
development will marry the
academic program and the production experience
As a member of the U.
Players since 1971, Ginnie
Bowie, a secretary for Student
Activities office and director of
the Pasadena Players , recalled
the wide variety of productions
since then and the diversity
demonstrated by the various
directors . Except for the constant director changes. the U.
Players demonstrate the same
willingness to explore and stimulate the theatrical tastes of
the UMSL community.

ter spies, ·etcetera. As-a-matterof-fact. one of the opposition
(Omar Sharif), is also vacationing on the same island , quite
innocently, to tell the truth . The
pair meet up and spend a lot of
time in each others' company.
The
respective
governments
don't like it, or do they? Is one
wooing the other in order to gain
a defector? If not, why not?
In any case, the British and
the Soviets make the affair a
deadly little game with the
couple hop~essly stranded in
the middle. Eventually, one
government turns out to be
nastier than the other and a
suspense-packed defection sequence begins.
The first part of the movie

deals mainly with intrigue, the
second deals mainly with escape-suspense. This is one . Qf.
. those movies where the good
guys are so close to getting
away, and the bad guys are so
close to catching them that you
stop breathing lest the sound of
your breath causes the heroes to
falter and get captured. The
suspense is incredible and
should keep you nailed to your
seat until the action is over.

through classroom work and
more informal U. Players meetings, there will be shop hours at
the satellite theatre afternoons
and evenings. Times will be
published and posted.
Describing possible expansion
and diversification of the theatre
program, Bettisworth emphasized that creative "spinoffs"
such as improvisational groups
and reader's theatre. while en·
couraged. would not be officially
directed or sponsored by U.
Playe·r s . " It is essential to
establish artistic integrity and
committment to quality now ,"
he said. " Realistically we are
working with the fact of budget
committee approval and the
forms cited are experimental.
They could prove to be an
embarrassment." The Administration has now made possible a
permanent home for the U.
Players and a future theatre
department by securing Room

Student

IH)W

University Players
to hold tryouts

•

•

•

Following theIr season last
year of ''The Miser". " The
Three Sisters" and " American
Hurrah". the production schedule this semester includes "The
Visit" by Friedierich Doerrematt
on Oct. 24-26th. directed by
Denny Bettisworth. and the
comedy "Butterflies are Free"
by Leonard Gershe, directed by
Richard Levine. Auditions will
. be held for the large cast of the
tirst production. "The Visit",
Sept. 10 and II in Room 215
Lucas Hall 3-5 pm and 7:30-9:30
pm . All interested in either cast
or crew are welcome . The first
meeting of the University Player will be held Sept. 5 in Room
222 J. C. Penney Bldg. at 1:30
pm.

•

assistant .organist in D.C. Cath.edral

Douglas Major, the former
student conductor of the UMSL
choral groups. ha5 been appointed assistant organist and
choirmaster at Washington Cathedral.
Major completed three years
of studies at UMSL. He became
student conductor during the
1973· 74 school year. helping prepare the university's choristers
for their performance with the

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
on an East Coast tour last
winter. In addition, he traveled
throughout Europe this summer
and last as music director of the
Jefferson City Little Theatre ,
Jefferson City, Mo .
On'e or" the youngest musicians
ever to join the staff of the
Washington Cathedral. Major i.s
20 years old.

Do 'the luckless couple make
it? Can Omar Sharif coax Julie
Andrews 'into bed with him? Can
a Soviet spy and a British civil
servant live happily 'ever after
together? You 'll have to find out .
for yourself, I'm not saying.

•

•

.

•

Special Sale
STUDENT DESKS. NEW
AND USED FURNITURE.
NEW BEAUTIFUL 100%
HERCULON
SLEEP
SOFAS, 589.00.
THE BARGAIN STORE
8589 ST. CHARLES ROCK
ROAD
426-1467
426-1352

•

•
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THE ARTS

Country back-up assists
rock sound of
Loggins and Messina
Nort Cohen
Kenny Loggin and Jim Messina made their long awaited appearance at the beautiful Amba ador Theatre on August 17
& IS. There ~ ere three powerful
show pre ented by Ron PowelI
wit h a late show on Saturday
night.
It wa a me\1ow eveni ng of
mu ic. beginning with a Chicago
"Heartsfield ."
Th ey
group.
proved to be an excellent
complement to L & M with .their
unique style of country mu I~.
They have just released their
econd album, "The wonder of
it all. " which wa a dynamite
ong in concert. Other favorite

•

•

.

A

CI~CUS?

Actors change hats, change characters In 'People Show.' Photo by Harlle Frankel

'People Show

l

Impromptus about people you knON
•

•

•

•

•

Dee Gerding

A pert. young blonde juggles
three orange ba\1s, while a
group of five other person sings
a tale about the .. Hard Times ."
Is this a circus, or a farce?
It is neither. It is the "People
Show" and absolutely delightful
to watch. From the original folk
ongs to the genuine impromptu
actions of the performer. the
show is captivating and almost
inspiring. '
The "People Show" is the
result of ADVANCE, an organization founded to promote a
more positive view of North
County, writer Jim Sala'a work,
and C.J. Zander's direction.
The show i about people.
more specifica\1y about those in
North County. You know , Mr .
Jones who lives on Elizabeth in
Ferguson and Janie Smith. a
cheerleader who attends Jennings Senior High . It is about
their lives and what makes them
what they are, lonely. ad, frus trated. or ambitiou .

The myriad of character types
was done swiftly and simply by
changing of hats and gaits. They
were examples of, again, persons we all know: the hard-hat
who complains of too high taxes,
the good-intentioned but homely
spinster. and the crusading
housewife . They came complete
with stereotype characterizations
to match.
"Parents and Kids." the
second part of the show, was
al 0 the most enjoyable. It was
al 0 the part whose themes were
more apparent: the bickering
over length of hair. the squabbles over the disrespect that the
younger generation has for its
elders. and a\1 the little roughpots which make life ge!lera\1y
more intolerable. The skit was
not biased for either parents or
kids, but was enacted to show
life more accurately than we
would all care to admit.
AC'c ording to Sala, the show
was de igned to be "light and
entertaining ." Thi
does not

OHicers and Students At

THE BAPTIST
STUDENT CENTER
Located at 8230 Natural Br. Rd.
Welcomes
All Students and Faculty Members
And

INVITES YOU TO VISIT
THE CENTER
Any Weekday
From 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

2 Special events

-

mean that there is no depth to
it. More character-oriented than
not, Sal a did mention some
themes of loneliness and law
and order as part of the show.
Except for " Parents and
Kids." these themes were not
clearly brought out, either in the
dialogue or the show itself. The
. casualness of the oerformprc; occasionally made folIowing the
show difficult. Finally. the words
to the songs were probably profound. but they could nof be
understood.
Despite all that. the "People
Show" is certainly worth the
twenty minutes or so that it
takes to watcn, if only to see
what a good time tne performers
are having doing it. Almost
wholesome. the show is pleasant
to view and as American as
apple pie.
The Street Theatre'
final
., People Show" will be done at
the Fete de Normandie later this
month .

Sept. 5-12
FILMS
UMS! See Around UMSL. P.
II

Wash. U. - Friday, Sept. 6
Zero for Conduit and
L' Atlante, in steinberg
Aud. S:15 pm S1.25

•

Bar-b-q

September 7th

An exhibit of national
awards and a display of
various· functions of the
scholarly
University of
Missouri Press will open
the 1974-75 sea on of
Gallery 210.
An open hou e for the
exhibit will be held Wedne day. Sept. )) at 3 pm

PERSONAL
DATES GALORE . Me~
exciting
singles-locally .
Free application: DATEL1tJE, Alpha , Ohio .
WAiTED
Roommate ante~ . Share
apartment
ear UMSL.
Contact Sue at 429-5383 in
the afternoons or 892-2629

Their jazzy reproductions of
uch well-known songs were
only exceeded by the brilliant
accoustics of the Amba sador
Theatre . The only song the
ecstatic audience seemed to miss
wa!> "Hou!>c at PO\lh Corner."
Loggins and Mes!>ina have jammed in a lot of cities and SI.
Louis certainly wasn't left out.
Let's hope they brew up some
"new wine" for their next visit
and return to the Ambassador .

in Gallery 210.
Students a~ well as
faculty and staff are cordially invited to attend.
The exhibit run from
Sept.
9-20.
Mondays
through Fridays from 10
am to 2 pm and Tu<:~day
and Wedne day evenmgs
from 5:30 to 7:30 pm.

.

THEATRE
American - Wednesday,
Sept 1) - 17 Clarence Darrow , a one-man show featuring Henry Fonda. For
more information, ca\1 23113S0
florissant Valley Community College - Thursday, Sept. 5-6 Auditions
for Zorba, 7 pm in the
theatre.

PICK UP AN OFFICIAL CURRENT CLASSIFIED AD
ENVELOPE FROM ROOM 255 U. CENTER OR FROM
THE CURRENT MAILBOX IN THE U. CENTER LOBBY.
lOc A WORD_ ADS MUST BE IN ONE WEEK PRIOR TO
PUBLICATION DATE.
FOR SALE
Name brand stereo components - 20-40% off list All fully guaranteed - Calt
Jerry at 522-6821 (evenings, weekends).

"Angry Eyes" was not quite
as acute as the studio version,
yet it was definitely \ ell received . After approximately and
hour and a half, they made the
. mistake of leaving . Loggins and
Messina ret urned and gave the
peoole something to dance to
with "Your Mama Don't Dance"
and "My Music. " Finally. "Nobody but you was extremely
enjoyable.

Gallery opens with press awards

ARTS THIS

Free Dinner September 9th-6pm

Call Center for reservations

such as "Gypsy Rider" and
"Music eyes" delighted the
crowd.
Heartsfield's success
terns from a lot of guitar
picking, double leads, fine harmony. and precision timing. '
'Tm coming home" is a song
that does a\1 of this and was certainly a favorite of the evening.
The group got a good reception
and will probably play an
important role in the St. Louis
music scefte in the near future .
Loggin and Me sina boogied
on and didn't he itate to review
many of their popular songs .
The duo played "Whiskey" and

"Danny's Song" before being
joined by their multi-talented
back up. Soon the crowd joined
in. helping the band through
"Back to Georgia", . 'Holiday
Hotel," and "Vahevala" to
nam a few. Horn player AI
Garth heated up his violin in
"Listen to a Country Song." The
trilogy from the ec nd album
was extremely well done with aD
outasite ver ion of " To Make A
Woman Feel Wanted. " In "You
Need a Man," Kenny Loggins
played a bluesy harmonica,
while Jim Me ina danced around . picking leads, and smil. ing at the crowd .

FOUND
Bag of clothes. Schedule
& appointment book . Spiral notebook .
All items may be picked
up at the Information Desk
in the University Center.
Items such as books and
keys are not described in
this column as the owner
"!ust identify them .
This listing is for one week
only. The Information
Desk has numerous books,
notebooks, and countless
other items dating back six
months. They strongly advise that students put their
names in all books and
notebooks.

~E~K
MUSIC
St. Louis Sumphony Orchestra - Tue day, Sept.
) O. All Mozart program at
Spanish Lake Park. Solo
artist - Jacob Berg, flute.
Program i free and starts
at S pm.
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra - Thursday. Sept.
12. Program of Hayden,
Vivaldi, Britten, and other
at Bella Fontaine
County Park. Solo artist Jan Gippo, piccolo. Program is free and starts at
S pm.
Don Brown's Bluegrass
Festival - Friday, Sept.
6-S. Fes~ival will be held
at Arrow Head
Hills
Campground, Grassy, Mo .
S3 per day, SS for the
weekend .
Little Dixie Bluegrass
Festival - Friday, Sept.
6-S. Festival will be held
in Mexico, Mo . Starts 7
pm on Sept. 6. S3 per day,
SS for the weekend.
Richie Havens, John Sebastian - Friday, Sept. 7.
Concert at Wash. U.
. Quadrangle 7 pm. S5 in
advance, S6 at the door.

Typln .. to It. cion.
In .. y h ..... 50C to
$1.00 • it .....
838-5610
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·S PORTS
Riverrnen steered l111$teady COUISe
in f73-74coIt\petition
Brian FlInch paugh

The adage " save the best till
last" didn ' t apply in year eight
of intercollegiate competition at
UMSL. Very early in the fall it
became clear that all the ingredients were there for coach Don
Dallas to mold a championship
soccer team.
Lead by All-Americans Frank
Tusinski in goal, and Tim Smith
on the forward line, UMSL finished with an 11-0-3 record, the
only unbeaten record by any
team in UMSL history. More im- .
portantly, with their 3-0 triumph
over California-Fullerton, the
Rivermen captured their first
national championship title in
any sport, the NCAA Division II
crown.
"I just let the guys go out and
play their game," commented
Dallas at the midpoint of a
season which found the Rivermen battling toe-to-toe with such
opponents as Division I champ,
St. Louis University and tourna- .
. ment contender SIU-Edwards- '
ville, along the way to their own
Games won and lost: W restling, basketball and tennis had their
post-season triumph.
highs and lows as UMSL completed their 8th year of intercollegiate
Autumn also saw the return of
competltlol,!.
.
the UMSL Harriers as cross
country got underway for yet
another season. Led by junior
swimming. Despite thIS success ,
the season past were th e often
Ed Heidbrier, the squad comthe tankmen finished with a 5-7
astounding
performances
of
piled a 6-7 record despite dropregular sea on mark.
freshman
guard
Bob
Bone.
The
ping some closely fought meets.
Wrestling coach Von Henry
6-foot, former Collinsville High
Heidbrier went on to represent
saw his charges post an 8-8
ace, averaged 21.3 points-perUMSL in the NCAA College
mark. Of even more interest
game and is a key to Rivermen
at
Division
championships
the performances of Greg
were
fortunes
in
the
very
near
future.
Wheaton College in Illinois.
Holmes and Tom Bowden. Greg
As dramatic development as
The situation was not so cut
Holmes, a 118 pound standout ,
any athletic event on the UMSL
and dry with the passing of
posted a 20-0-1 record and both
campus was the emergence of
Rivermen basketball in '73-74 .
he and Tom Bowden participated
the Women's
Intercollegiate
Inexperience, dropouts, allegin the NCAA College Division
Sports Program in 1973-74.
ed altercations and often farse
wrestling championships in FulIn their first year of intercolcrowds were .but some 0 the
lerton California.
legiate competition, the women
factors which' contributed to the
Both tennis and golf teams
econd poor showing in as many · managed to capture a GAIA W
finished with over .500 records.
(Gateway Association of Intercolyears by Chuck Smith's dribThe netmen put together a I J-9
legiate Athletics for Women)
blers.
.
year while the golfing Rivermen
title in basketball and had
"Frustrating," said Smith
beat S6 per cent of the teams
winning seasons in tennis and
looking back on his worst season
they played in tournaments
volleyball.
as a college coach. "I thought
throughout the spr~ng. The baseUMSL wrestling anti swimwe would be alright this year,
ball Rivermen were not so lucky.
ming squads ended their respecbut some bad things seemed to
UMSL head baseball coach
tive easons a little short of
snowball and all of the sudden
Fred
Nelson found, to his
expectations.
we're struggling and looking
dismay, that a squad which
The tankers, with strong efforward to the end of the seafinished 24-7 the previous year
forts from such stalwarts as
son."
and forth in the NCAA College
Steve Stiffelman , Jim Wheeler,
Snowball may indeed by the
Division playoff, could finish
Monte
Strub
and
Mark
Kessler
proper word in describing the
with an 18-20 in 74.
captured second place in the
cage woes of the Rivermen.
first SLACCA championship in
Despite the fact that Smith
reached the 200 victory mark in
his college coaching career early
in the season (an 80-76 win over
Washburn University), the result
was not indicative of better
things to come. Problem seemed
to mount on problem as bad
road trips, the use of untried
LOVE
freshmen, players leaving chool
and the loss of a much needed
Out of Confusion, Harmony
"big" man, Gary Scott, comUke many parts of a whole
bined to haunt the team
Seemingly Individually functioning
throughout a 10-15 season and
last place finish in SLACCA (St.
Yet having at the same time
Louis Area College Athletic AsA oneness of fee ling
sociation).
Expressed in the sense of
A shming light throughout the
Fellowship of seeking the
dark winter of UMSL basketball

Important off-field
changes last year
At the beginning of the '73-74
all semester, the annual sports
and activity flyer, put together
bv the UMSL Sport Information
~esk" bore the modest but boldly
black
headline
"Rivermen
Ramblings" at the top of the
frontpage. No two words eem
more appropriate in summarizing the highs and lows of the
1973-74 ports scene at UMSL.
The trek through fall, winter
and spring '73-74 began well
with a step forward with the first
NCAA title garnered by any
team in UMSL history, a step
backward with the difficulties of
a strange basketball season and
tumbled with almost as strange
a baseball result.
This was the year when
women's athletic activities became more than a series of
exhibitions and when individual
effort often overshadowed team
accomplishments.
This was also a year when
developments, off the playing
field, were as important as those
on .
Sports at UMSL
aw the
advent of SLACAA (St. Louis
Area College Athletic Association), a 100 e formation of local
l1rea institutions. Athletic director and head basketball coach,
Chuck Smith, was a driving
force in setting up this local conference to decide area championships in such intercollegiate activitie a ba ketball, swimming,
tennis and golf. Expansion of
onference play to include other
, ports is a definite possibility .
Under the tutelage of Judy
Whitney, and with the blessing
)f athletic
director, Chuck
Smith, the women's intercollegiate athletic program found a
solid base in 1973-74.
With the formation of the
GAIA W (Gatew!ly Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Wo-

men) women could participate in
four sport s on an intercollegiate
basi. UMSL women managed
winning seasons in volleyball,
tenni
and basketball while
uffering their .only 10 ing mark
in field hockey. fh e ba ketball
squad' took UM::'L ' first GAIA W
title with an 11 -0-1 record . The
progratp will grow in years to
come.
A ide light to the comings and
.going of various organizations
of the UMSL athletic hierarchy
wa the form ation of a club
water polo team . Un ubsidized
by the Univer ity. the quad still
managed to compete with uch
school a Wa hington U., Meramec Community College and
the Univer ity of Mi ouri-Rolla ,
and -compile a 7-3 mark.

.
•

Youth Sports
A Sports program for children
of UMSL student , faculty and
staff will be available starting
Sat. Sept. 7 at 9:00 am in the
Multipurpo e Bldg. Children
grades one through even are
eligible to participate. There will
be no charge for the program
directed by Dr. Dennis Fallon.
But the children are expected to
participate in all the activities on
a regular basis.
Activities include swimming,
gymnastics , soccer, tennis, etc.
Boys should bring a swim suit, ...
towel , tenni shoes, socks, upporter and gym trunks. Girls
hould bring a wim uit, towel,
tennis shoes, socks and gym
suit.
Application blanks and further
information can be obtained
from UMSL Youth Sports Program, 246 MUltipurpose Bldg. ,
4S:l-S226.

~II the pizza
~(Jd

•

•

•

all the salad
you can eat

Together, . • •

same thing' The- LDrd.

DON'T MISS

UMS'HIU~.
SWIM BBQ

Sundl,,'SePt. 15 5:~ ~. ·
H.lie's House,
116 Lake forest
Rich. oad Heights
members; $ .5(f
others: $1.00 at door

***********

H illeJ S!"'tS, t/H' lIIeJt
~ '01Jewish stud~ts.

",ith UMSL ID
..
Good through
September

by Renick

we can make it.
aaptlat Student Cente,
8230 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63121 ·
Phones: . 383-2456
383-8714
Director.: Bill Bla..

Only 2 seconds f rom
UMSL, between the
north exits / .

.

Bob Harv.,
" A beautiful way to experience God's
lov,? Is to participate in a community of
brothers and sisters who are seeking to
care for one anoJher."

You -are welcome to 'drop by' any,time
Op~n 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•
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UMSL, St. Louis U. vie for St. Louis Cup
bus see ••• :. to have come upon
the idea and laid the first plans
to get the project's feet off the
ground.
"I made arrangements with
Wayne Cooper of Contemporary
Productions to promote the
thing ," said Albus and from
here the idea became reality.
His counterpart, Chuck Smith
of UMSL, was also enthusiastic.
" I guess it's a natural, " said
Smith , noting the appropriate
pairing of Division 1 and Division
II representatives of the NCAA.
" It 's a good promotion for the
game of soccer."
However, Smith conceded that
otHer reasons aside, money is a
big factor for both schools in the
contest.
"It's a financial plum as far as
they 're (St. Louis U.) concerned," said Smith. But he went on
to emphasize that- while the

. I~ ~ battle of last years NCAA

DIVISion champions , the UMSL
occer Rivermen will vie with St.
• Loui University for the newly
established St. Louis Cup on
Sept. J 3 at Busch Stadium. The
cup, which will be awarded to
the winner symbolizes St. Louis
college soccer supremacy.
Plans call for the project, a
brainchild of St. Louis University
• in hand with Contemporary
Productions, to become an annual affair between both schools.
Both the Rivermen and the
Billikens are no trangers to
each other and interest in the
series has grown for some time.
"Our thought was that our
eries has grown to the point
• where it could take on the
importance that it hasn 't," explained Larry Albus, St. Louis
University athletic director. AI-

downtown campus may reap
most of the profits they might
well absorb the possible loss.
" It 's their game, they're picking up the costs. There will be a
sizable draw , and we (UMSL)
won 't hurt their draw," Smith
stated.
Tickets for the game are
available at the UMSL Information Desk, St. Louis University,
All Union Jack stores and
Goldies Ticket Agency . Prices
for the 7:30 pm contest are $3.00
for adults and $2.00 for UMSL
students and those 16 and
under.

Anyone interested in running
cross country contact coach Dan
Wall in Room 225 (Athletic
Office) of theMulti-Purpose Building or call 453-5641.

~ntramural activities announced
•
ACTIVITY

.

TIME

Tennis
Football
Coed Football
UMSL Open Golf
Tournament
Float Trip
Bowling

·SIGNUP
DEADLINE

DAYS

12-2:00
3:00-4:00
3:00
9:00
(tee of~

M-W-F
T-Th
Sundays
Fridays

4:00

Tuesday

Wed. , Sept. 11
Thur ., Sept . 12
Wed. , Sept. 18
Sign up at St.
Chas Golf Course
Wed. , Sept. 25
Wed . , Sept . 25

Anyone wishing to sign up to
participate in an intramural
acitivity must do so in Room 225
Athletic Office) of the MultiPurpose Building.

Intramural Director and Assistant Athletic Director, Larry
Berre , announces the schedule
~ set up for the first six intramural
events of the school year.

Preseason warmup: The UMSL tweeer Rlvennen prepare for another
upcoming season. [Photo by Phil Harlan].
ACnVITY
BEGINS

Mon . , Sept. 16
Tues., Sept. 17
Sun ., Sept. 22
Fri. , Oct. 4
Sat. & Sun .
Oct12&13
Tues ., Oct .1

Anyone interested in obtaining
information regarding the UMSL
Intramural Program may do so
by calling 453-5641 or coming by
Room 225 in the Mulit-Purpose
Building.

'OD6\j\j~DLJ
FALL SEMESTER 1974

SPORTS INSTRUCTION
For faculty, stflff and students
Free InstructIOn In several sports Will begin the week of
Sept embe r 9-13 . Students Will be acce pted on a first come . first
serve baSIS . Faculty and stClff may enroll if space is available .
Students may reg ister in the Sports Instruction office . Room 225
Multi -Purpose BUild ing from August 22 to September 13 .
SESSION I (Sept .9-0ct. 11)
Sport
Archery
Athletic Dueling (1)
Bowling
Canoeing
Golf
Gymnastics (tumbling)
Gymnastics (apparatus)
'Judo
'Karate
Modern Dance
Physical Conditioning
'Scuba (basic) (2)
'Scuba (senior) (3)
Slimnastics
Swimming
Table Tennis (4)
Tennis
Tennis
Weight Training
Yoga

Time
10:40 MW
9:15-10:30 TTh
9:00-10:30 MW
7-9:00 PM , MW
1 :45-3:00 TTh
10:45-12:00 MW
10:45-12:00 TTh
1 :45-3:00 TTh
3:15-4:30 TTh
9:00-10:30 WF
12:00-1:00 MWF
8:00-9:30 MW
9:40-1 1:00 MW
12:00-1:00 TTh
9:15-10:30 TTh
9:15-10:30 TTh
12:15-1 :30 TTh
1 :45-3: 00 TTh
arranged
10:45-1 2:00 TTh

Place
164 M-P Bldg .
Wrestling Room
Normandy Lanes
219 M-P Bldg .
Soccer Field
North Balcony
North Balcony
Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Wrestl ing Room
Pool & Room 103
Pool & Room 103
Wrestling Room
M-P Pool
Main Gym
M-P Courts
M-P Courts
Weight Room
Wrestling Room

Instructor
C. Loughrey
St. Pellicer
Freeman
Biffle
McDaniel
Lowder
C. Loughrey
Shin
Shin
O' Donnell
Lowder
Robertson
Robertson
Jutton
Lowder
Heim
Williams
Williams
Struckmann
litow

9:15-10:30 TTH
10:40 MW
9:00-10:30 MW
10:45-12:00 TTh
10:45-12:00 MW
10:45-12:00 TTh
1 :45-3: 00 TTh
3:15-4:30 TTh
9:00-10:30 WF
12:00-1 :00 MWF
8:00-9:30 MW
9:40-11 :00 MW
12:00-1 :00 TTh
9:15-10:30 TTh
arranged
10:45-12:00 TTh

Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Normandy Lanes
M-P Pool
North Balcony
North Balcony
Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Wrestling Room
Pool & Room 103
Pool & Room 103
Wrestling Room
M-P Pool
Weight Room
Wrestling Room

St. Pellicer
Fallon
Freeman
Lowder
Lowder
C. Loughrey
Shin
Shin
O' Donnell
Lowder
Robertson
Robertson
Jutton
Lowder _
Struckmann
Litow

SESSION II (Oct. 21 - Nov . 22)
Athletic Dueling (1)
Ballroom Dance
Bowling
Diving
Gymnastics (tumbling)
Gymnastics (apparatus)
'Judo
Karate
Modern Dance
Physical Conditioning
'Scuba (basic) (2)
'Scuba (senior) (3)
Slimnastics
Swimming
Weight Training
Yoga

NOTE : 1. Requires a $5 .00 rental fee .
2. Requires a \$5 ,00 rental fee. Students must provide
their own mask, fins and snorkel. One open water dive
required but at no additional cost.
3. Requires a $12.00 rental fee . Students must have their
own equipment. Five open water dives required at no
additional cost.
4. Requires $4.00 rental fee for use of robot.
, Register for Sesion I and II .

UIIIS' riJ,.-, ""• • ,,,. .
The UMSL soccer Rivermen,
defending NCAA Division II
champions, will host the NCAA
Division II Soccer Champion ships on the UMSL campus,
Nov . 28-30. The tournament
coincides with the Division 1
championships to be hosted by
St. Louis U., both to be held on
successive weekends .
Held the previous year at
Springfield College in Springfield , Mass ., the Rivermen defeated Adelphi ) -0 in a semifinal match and California-Fullerton 3-0 in the final. The
tourney will feature represent tives from the South, East, West
and Midwest regional districts .
However, spar e crowds apparently led to the transfer of the
tournament here.
"They were somewhat disappointed in attendance during
the tournament and afterward
contacted us ," said Don Dallas,
UMSL soccer coach. However
Dallas was enthusiastic about
the situation of having both
Division 1 and II championships
in uch close proximity to one
another.
"Combining two events on
following weekends brings them
to the attention to the St. Louis
fan where titles have been won
by St. Louis players. " Dallas 's
contention is born out by observing the success of St. Louis
college soccer this past season.
UMSL won the Division II
crown, St. Louis U. the Division
1 title, Florissant Valley the
Junior College Championship ,
and Quincy College the NAIA
crown.
The UMSL Rivermen. before
<?pening their season with St.

Louis University In the St. -LouIs
Cup game , will also play the last·
of three preseason contests on
Sept. 7th against an UMSL
alumni team at I :30 pm at
UMSL.

Women's
pom pom , sports,
'tryouts
•

The practice .schedule for two
of the fall sports of the women's
intercollegiate athletic program,
were announced by Judy Whitney. director of Women 's Athletics at UMSL.
Field Hockey will begin practice on Wednesday, Sept. 4.
Mondays. Wednesdays and Friday from 2:30-4 :00.
Volleyball practice will begin
Tuesday. Sept. 10, Tuesday and
Thursday from 12:00- 1:30.
Anyone interested in trying
out for one of the UMSL
women's varsity teams should
contact Judy Whitney in Room
22::; in the Multi-Purpose Building or call 453-5641.

* * * *

There will be a meeting in
Room 218 of the Multi-Purpos
Building on Sunday, Sept. 8 al
I :30 pm for all UMSL wome
intere ted in trying out for the
UMSL cheerleading/ pom porn
quad .
Tho e unable to attend the
Se pt. 8 meeting are asked t
contact Judy Whitney . director
of the squad, in Room 233 of the
Multi-Purpose Building or call
her at 453-5641.

intraJDurals
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_---REDEEM THIS COUPON AT ANY ST.LOUIS AREA BURGER KING _ _ _ _. . .

BURGER

KING

Home of the

Whoppe~®

BUY 1 WHOPPER~-GET ONE FREE
You buy the first Whopper, the second ~
one is on Burger King . If you 've never had a Whopper,
you 're in for something special ; a wall-to-wall broiled
beef burger with crisp lettuce, tomatoes,. pickles, onions,
ketchup and mayonnaise - all on a giant toasted bun. ~ ®

BURGER

KING

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1974 .

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

IN COOL VALLEY, ON S. FLORISSANT ROAD. ACROSS FROM EJ.KORVETTES

a

